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INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to Rules 24, 26 and 27 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure,
and in accordance with this Court's of Letter of March 9, 2009, PlaintiffAppellant
Deer Crest Associates I, L.C. ("Deer Crest") submits its Opening Brief.
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code §78A-4-103(2)(j)
because this case is an appeal from a final decision of the District Court
transferred to the Court of Appeals from the Supreme Court.
ISSUES ON APPEAL
ISSUE NO. 1: Did the District Court err in dismissing Deer Crest's
complaint for breach of contract on the ground that the arbitration clause in the
contract between the parties constituted a knowing and intentional waiver of the
right to a judicial determination of claims that were not within the jurisdiction of
the arbitrator?
The standard of review for this issue is correctness, according the trial court
no particular deference. See, Orton v. Carter, 970 P.2d 1254 (Utah 1998).
This issue was preserved for review by the arguments and authorities that
Deer Crest presented in its memoranda and in its oral argument to the District
Court.
ISSUE NO. 2: Did the District Court err in construing the thirty-day time
period for filing a demand for arbitration as a thirty-day statute of limitations?

1

The standard of review for this issue is correctness, according the trial court
no particular deference. See, Orton v. Carter, 970 P.2d 1254 (Utah 1998).
This issue was preserved for review by the arguments and authorities that
Deer Crest presented in its memoranda and in its oral argument to the District
Court.
ISSUE NO. 3: Is a thirty-day contractual period of limitations for bringing
an action on the contract unreasonable and therefore unenforceable as a matter of
law?
The standard of review for this issue is correctness, according the trial court
no particular deference. See, Orton v. Carter, 970 P.2d 1254 (Utah 1998).
This issue was preserved for review by the arguments and authorities that
Deer Crest presented in its memoranda and in its oral argument to the District
Court.
ISSUE NO. 4: Did the District Court violate Deer Crest's constitutional
rights under either the Open Courts Provision or the Due Process Clause of the
Utah Constitution by denying Deer Crest the opportunity to litigate its claim
against Silver Creek?
The standard of review for this issue is correctness, according the trial court
no particular deference. See, Orton v. Carter, 970 P.2d 1254 (Utah 1998).
This issue was preserved for review by the arguments and authorities that
Deer Crest presented in its memoranda and in its oral argument to the District
Court.
2

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
1. Nature of the Case
This is an action for breach of a contract for construction of a portion of a
condominium project in Wasatch County, Utah brought by Deer Crest, a real
estate developer, against its general contractor, Defendant/Appellee Silver Creek
Development Group LLC ("Silver Creek"), to recover damages for Silver Creek's
lack of diligence and competence in performing its work under the construction
contract as well as its failure to complete construction within the time required by
the construction contract.
2. Course of Proceedings Below
Deer Crest filed this action in December 2007 against Silver Creek. Clerk
of the Fourth Judicial District Court's Index to the Record on Appeal hereinafter
"ROA ":3. Silver Creek filed a motion to dismiss on the ground that Deer Crest
had not made a demand for arbitration within thirty days after its claim had arisen,
as required under the construction contract, and that therefore Deer Crest's claim
was barred. In the alternative, Silver Creek sought an order from the District Court
compelling arbitration pursuant to the arbitration clause in the construction
contract. ROA: 7-45. By order dated February 5, 2008, the District Court denied
Silver Creek's motion to dismiss but granted its motion to compel arbitration.
ROA: 76-78. The District Court ordered the parties to commence arbitration and
stayed proceedings pending completion of that arbitration.
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In proceedings before the American Arbitration Association, Silver Creek
renewed its motion to dismiss, arguing that Deer Crest had not made a timely
demand for arbitration and therefore the American Arbitration Association lacked
jurisdiction to consider Deer Crest's claim. By ruling dated August 5, 2008 the
Arbitrator ruled that Deer Crest had not made a timely demand for arbitration
pursuant to the construction contract but the consequence of that untimely demand
was not that Deer Crest's claim was time-barred but rather that Deer Crest had
waived its right to arbitration. ROA: 85-91. Accordingly, the Arbitrator held that
the American Arbitration Association lacked jurisdiction to conduct further
proceedings. ROA: 91.
3. Disposition in the District Court
After the Arbitrator dismissed the arbitration for lack of jurisdiction, Deer
Crest moved the District Court to lift the stay and allow the litigation to proceed.
ROA: 78-80. Silver Creek opposed the motion and asked that the District Court
dismiss Deer Crest's complaint on the ground that Deer Crest's claim against
Silver Creek was barred as a matter of law because Deer Crest did not file a
demand for arbitration within thirty days after the claim had arisen. ROA: 92-111.
Following oral argument held on December 8, 2008, the District Court dismissed
Deer Crest's complaint with prejudice and awarded Silver Creek its attorneys fees.
ROA: 194-198.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
The facts in this case are simple, straightforward and undisputed.
The construction contract between the parties ("Agreement"), which the parties
signed in July 2005, is AIA Document AlOl-1997 (ROA: 10-40) and includes an
"Addendum B". Section 19.1 of Addendum B l ("Section 19.1") contains an
arbitration clause:
All claims, disputes and other matters in question between the
parties to this Agreement, arising out of or relating to this
Agreement or the breach thereof shall be decided by arbitration in
accordance with Construction Industry Arbitration Rules of the
American Arbitration Association unless the parties mutually agree
otherwise. Notice of the demand for arbitration shall be filed in
writing with the other party to the Agreement and with the American
Arbitration Association. The demand shall be made within (30) days
after the claim, dispute or other matter in question has arisen. In no
event shall the demand for arbitration be made after the date when
the institution of legal or equitable proceedings based on such claim,
dispute or other matter would be barred by the applicable statute of
limitations.
ROA: 27.
Section 3.3 of the Agreement provided that the contract work was to be
substantially completed within 240 days after commencement of the work. ROA:
27. Addendum A to the Agreement showed a timeline with an anticipated
construction completion date of February 16, 2006. ROA: 20.
On February 5, 2007 Deer Crest unilaterally terminated its Agreement with
Silver Creek because of Silver Creek's failure to timely complete the contract

There is a second "Addendum B" entitled "Certificate of Insurance
Requirements" that follows the Addendum B containing Section 19.1.
5

work pursuant to the terms of the Agreement, as well as its failure to complete the
work within the budget set forth in the Agreement. ROA: 86. Deer Crest
acknowledges and indeed has never disputed that these failures on the part of
Silver Creek occurred incrementally over a period of several months prior to
February 5, 2007, when Deer Crest terminated Silver Creek.
On December 10, 2007, Deer Crest filed its complaint for breach of
contract in the Fourth Judicial District Court for Wasatch County. ROA: 3-6.
In January 2008 Silver Creek filed a motion to dismiss on the ground that
Deer Crest had not filed its demand for arbitration of the claim within thirty days
after the claim had arisen. In the alternative Silver Creek moved the District Court
to compel arbitration of the claim. ROA: 7-45.
On February 5, 2008, the District Court entered an order denying Silver
Creek's motion to dismiss but granting its motion to compel arbitration. ROA: 7678. On March 3, 2008, Deer Crest filed its demand for arbitration with the
American Arbitration Association. ROA: 88.
Following the selection of an arbitrator, and before the case could be heard
on the merits, Silver Creek asked that the arbitration proceeding be dismissed
because Deer Crest had not filed its demand for arbitration within the thirty-day
period after its claim against Silver Creek arose, as required by Section 19.1. ROA:
88. By ruling dated August 5, 2008 the Arbitrator ruled that Deer Crest's claim
against Silver Creek arose not later than February 5, 2007 when it terminated
Silver Creek; that its demand for arbitration was accordingly untimely; that this
6

untimely demand for arbitration meant that Deer Crest had waived its right to
arbitration; and therefore the American Arbitration Association lacked jurisdiction
to conduct further proceedings. ROA: 90-91.
Thereafter, Deer Crest moved the District Court to lift the stay and allow
the litigation to proceed. ROA: 79-80.
Silver Creek filed its opposition to Deer Crest's motion to lift the stay and
in its memorandum asked that the District Court dismiss Deer Crest's complaint
on the ground that Deer Crest's claim was barred because of Deer Crest's failure
to file a demand for arbitration within thirty days after its claim had arisen. ROA:
92-111.
On January 12, 2009, the District Court granted Silver Creek's motion,
dismissed the case and entered judgment against Deer Crest and in favor of Silver
Creek. ROA: 194-198.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
1.

The District Court incorrectly concluded that Deer Crest had waived

its right to a judicial determination of all issues, including those not within the
jurisdiction of the Arbitrator, because no evidence was presented to the District
Court and there was nothing in the contract itself from which the District Court
could have found or inferred a knowing and intentional waiver of this right on the
part of Deer Crest. Accordingly, when the Arbitrator determined that he lacked
jurisdiction to consider Deer Crest's claim because Deer Crest had not filed a
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demand for arbitration within thirty days after the claim arose, as required by the
contract, Deer Crest was entitled to litigate that claim in District Court.
2.

The District Court improperly and incorrectly construed the thirty-

day time period for filing a demand for arbitration as a thirty-day statute of
limitations because there is nothing in the contract from which it could be inferred
that the parties intended this result and because such a construction does not
harmonize with other provisions in the contract.
3.

Even if the thirty-day time period for filing a demand for arbitration

was correctly construed as a statute of limitations, the District Court erred in
enforcing it because as a matter of law thirty days is an unreasonable period of
limitations for bringing an action on a contract.
4.

Denying the right to Deer Crest to a judicial determination of claims

not within the juris4iction of the Arbitrator constitutes a denial of Deer Crest's
rights under both the Due Process Clause and the Open Courts Provision of the
Utah Constitution because Deer Crest will not have its day in court, as both of
those clauses guarantee.
ARGUMENTS
1. The arbitration clause in the Agreement did not constitute a knowing and
intentional waiver of the right to a judicial determination of claims that were not
within the jurisdiction of the arbitrator.
The Arbitrator determined that under Section 19.1 Deer Crest was required
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to file a demand for arbitration within thirty days after its claim had arisen; and he
determined, based on the documents before him, that Deer Crest did not file its
demand for arbitration within thirty days after its claim arose. ROA: 90-91. To
determine the effect of this untimely demand for arbitration, the Arbitrator applied
Kenny v. Rich, 186 P.3d 989 (Utah App. 2008), which held that the effect of
failing to file a timely demand for arbitration resulted in a waiver of a party's right
to arbitrate. Relying on the Kenny case, the Arbitrator therefore concluded:
"... that Deer Crest waived its right to arbitration under the Contract
Documents by failing to file its demand within the time set forth in
the Contract Documents. Therefore, the AAA lacks further
jurisdiction to resolve this matter under the Contract Documents."
ROA: 91.
Thus, the Arbitrator ruled that a claim for which a demand for arbitration
had not been filed within thirty days after the claim arose was not within the scope
of Section 19.1. Having determined that he lacked jurisdiction, he made no other
comment or ruling with respect to a claim for which an untimely demand for
arbitration had been filed. Section 19.1 is silent with respect to the consequences
of noncompliance. The District Court however concluded that Deer Crest had
knowingly and intentionally waived its right to a judicial determination of any
claim under the Agreement—even claims as to which the Arbitrator lacked
jurisdiction to decide. There is however no explicit waiver in the Agreement to
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this effect. It is a waiver that the District Court simply inferred from Section 19.1.2
Under Utah law, waiver is "the intentional relinquishment of a known
right". Soter's, Inc. v. Deseret Fed. Sav. & LoanAss'n, 857 P.2d 935, 939-40 (Utah
1993). A waiver may be expressed or implied but it must be "distinctly made".
Soter's, 857 P.2d at 940. Waiver is an intensely fact-dependent question, requiring
a trial court to determine whether a party has intentionally relinquished a known
right, benefit, or advantage. Soter's, 857 P.2d at 940. Questions of waiver often
hinge on the element of intent and the fact-finder should look at the totality of the
circumstances in discerning intent. United Park City Mines Co. v. Stichting
Mayflower Mt. Fonds, 140 P.3d 1200, 1206 (Utah 2006). In the case of bench, the
District Court had no evidence of the "totality of the circumstances"; and
significantly there was no evidence of any prejudice that accrued to Silver Creek
because Deer Crest had filed an untimely demand for arbitration. In Cedar
Surgery Ctr., LLC

v. Bonelli, 96 P.3d 911, 914 (Utah 2004), the Utah Supreme

Court held that in order to infer that a party had waived its arbitration right, the
party alleging waiver must demonstrate first, that the party seeking arbitration
substantially participated in the underlying litigation to a point inconsistent with
the intent to arbitrate; and second, that participation in the litigation resulted in
prejudice to the opposing party. To show both participation and prejudice is a
2

Although the District Court's order dismissing Deer Crest's complaint purports
to enter "Findings of Fact", there was no evidentiary hearing held and there were
no affidavits or other evidence submitted other than the Agreement and the
Arbitrator's decision, which were attached to the pleadings filed in connection
with Deer Crest's motion to lift the stay.
10

significant burden for the party attempting to prove a waiver of the right to
arbitration. In the case of bench, the District Court imposed no similar burden on
Silver Creek, even though the irrevocable extinguishment of a claim is profoundly
more significant and important than the mere waiver of a right to arbitrate.
In arriving at this conclusion the District Court apparently focused on that
language in Section 19.1 that provided that all claims and disputes "shall be
decided by arbitration" [emphasis supplied]. But any agreement for mandatory
arbitration must necessarily use the word "shall"; otherwise neither party could
compel the other to arbitrate. To conclude that use of the word "shall" means that
a party has knowingly and intentionally waived its right to a judicial determination
of all claims, even those that for whatever reason are not within the arbitrator's
jurisdiction, is unreasonable.
There is simply no Utah authority for the District Court's draconian reading
of Section 19.1. In American Rural Cellular v. Systems Commun. Corp., 939 P.2d
185, 193 (Utah App. 1997), a case relied upon by the Kenny court, the parties had
signed a management agreement which provided, in language substantially similar
to the language in the Section 19.1, that all disputes arising out of the management
agreement "shall be settled by means of mandatory binding arbitration." The
Court of Appeals concluded that both parties had waived their right to arbitration
but nowhere in the opinion did the Court of Appeals even suggest that such
language constitutes a knowing and intentional waiver of all rights to a judicial
remedy.
11

Kenny itself is no authority for the District Court's ruling. In Kenny, the
defendant owned a lot in the Thaynes Canyon Subdivision in Park City, Utah. The
protective covenants applicable to the subdivision required a ten-foot minimum
setback from the rear and side lot lines for all buildings and structures. From his
architect the defendant obtained plans for the construction of a residence on his lot
that violated the subdivision's ten-foot minimum setback rules and submitted the
plans to the subdivision's homeowners association. The homeowners association
declined to grant the defendant a waiver or variance and advised him not to
proceed with construction. The defendant nonetheless began construction and the
homeowners association again advised him to cease construction, which he
declined to do. Through his architect however, he sent a written request to the
homeowners association that the issue be submitted to arbitration, as provided for
in the subdivision's protective covenants.

The protective covenants however

provided that a request for arbitration had to be filed within thirty days after the
aggrieved lot owner had notice of the determination, decision or action to which
he objected. The homeowners association therefore took the position that the
defendant's demand for arbitration was untimely because it had been made more
than thirty days after the homeowners association had denied his request for a
variance. The homeowners association thereafter filed suit against the defendant,
seeking to enjoin him from constructing his residence in violation of the
subdivision's protective covenants. Although the trial court initially referred the
matter to arbitration at the defendant's request, the trial court eventually ruled that
12

by filing an untimely demand, the defendant had waived his right to arbitration.
The trial court vacated the arbitration award and granted the homeowners
association the injunctive relief it had requested.
In upholding the trial court's determination that the defendant had waived
his right to arbitration, the Court of Appeals applied the familiar rule that where a
party is contractually bound to follow certain procedures and timelines in order to
invoke a specific contractual right and fails to do so, the party waives that right.
Kenny v. Rich, supra at 998. See also Brinton v. IHC Hosps., Inc., 973 P.2d 956,
966 (Utah 1998).
What the court did not hold in Kenny was that the failure to make a timely
request for arbitration resulted in the loss of the defendant's right to contest a
decision made by the homeowners association—in other words, the thirty-day
time limit for requesting arbitration was not a thirty-day statute of limitations. In
the case at bench, however, the District Court in effect held precisely that—
because Deer Crest did not file a demand for arbitration within thirty days after its
claim against Silver Creek arose, it was forever barred from pursuing that claim
against Silver Creek.
The District Court did cite the case of Duke v. Graham, 158 P.3d 540,
(Utah 2007) as authority to support its conclusion that Deer Crest had waived its
right to a judicial remedy, but the Duke case cannot be read so broadly. In Duke,
the members of a limited liability company executed an operating agreement that
provided that all disputes among the members were to be resolved by binding
13

arbitration. Thereafter a dispute arose among the members and two of the four
members gave notice of their intention to submit the dispute to arbitration. The
other two members filed suit to enjoin the arbitration but the District Court
ordered the parties to proceed with arbitration. At the conclusion of the arbitration,
the arbitrator entered an award removing two of the members as both members
and managers of the company under Utah Code §§ 48-2c-710(3) and 48-2c809(1). The expelled members-managers moved the District Court to set aside the
arbitration award, arguing inter alia that the Due Process and Open Courts
provisions of the Utah Constitution forbid the removal of a member or manager of
a limited liability company absent a judicial determination. The Supreme Court
rejected this argument by applying established precedent holding that arbitration
proceedings do not violate the Due Process and Open Courts provisions of the
Utah Constitution so long as the parties have waived their right to a judicial
proceeding through an express agreement to arbitrate. Duke v. Graham at 547,
citing Jenkins v. Percival, 962 P.2d 796, 799 (Utah 1998); Lindon City v. Eng'rs
Constr. Co., 636 P.2d 1070, 1074 (Utah 1981); see also, Miller v. USAA Cas. Ins.
Co., 44 P.3d 663 (Utah 2002).
The distinction between the Duke case and the case at bench is clear. The
expelled members-managers had an opportunity to appear and be heard in an
arbitration proceeding on the merits. But, in the case at bench, under the District
Court's "strict" interpretation of Section 19.1, no forum of any kind exists for the
resolution of any claim for which a demand for arbitration has been filed more
14

than thirty days after the claim arose.
Clearly the District Court had no grounds or basis for concluding that Deer
Crest waived its right to a judicial determination of claims that were not within the
jurisdiction of the Arbitrator and the District Court's judgment of dismissal must
be reversed.
2. The District Court improperly and incorrectly construed the thirty-day time
period for filing a demand for arbitration as a thirty-day statute of limitations.
Section 19.1 contains no language as to the consequences of a failure to
file a demand for arbitration within thirty days after the claim has arisen. There is
no language in Section 19.1 or elsewhere in the Agreement that states that any
claim for which a demand for arbitration is not filed within thirty days after the
claim has arisen is forever barred. Is it conceivable that in the absence of explicit
language to this effect the parties nevertheless intended such an extreme result?
The District Court did not conduct an evidentiary hearing to discover the
parties' understanding of the meaning of Section 19.1. No parole evidence was
offered by either party to explain ambiguities in the Agreement. The District Court
had only the Agreement itself before it and there is nothing in that Agreement
from which the District Court could reasonably have inferred that the parties
intended Section 19.1 to operate not only as an explicit agreement to arbitrate but
also an implicit thirty-day statute of limitations.
"The interpretation of a written contract may be a question of law
determined by the words in the agreement. In this regard, a cardinal
rule in construing such a contract is to give effect to the intentions of
15

the parties, and if possible, these intentions should be gleaned from
an examination of the text of the contract itself. Additionally, it is
axiomatic that a contract should be interpreted so as to harmonize all
of its provisions and all of its terms, and all of its terms should be
given effect if it is possible to do so. If a trial court interprets a
contract as a matter of law, as was obviously the case here, we
accord its construction no particular weight and review its actions
under a correction-of-error standard."
Buehner Block Co. v. UWCAssocs., 752 P.2d 892, 895 (Utah 1988)
The Utah Supreme Court's admonition in Buehner takes on particular
significance when the last sentence of Section 19.1 is considered:
In no event shall the demand for arbitration be made after the date
when the institution of legal or equitable proceedings based on such
claim, dispute or other matter would be barred by the applicable
statute of limitations.
This language prevents a party from resurrecting a claim barred by the
statute of limitations by filing a demand for arbitration. To reconcile this language
with District Court's construction of Section 19.1 as a thirty-day statute of
limitations leads to the absurd conclusion that the parties must have wanted to
protect themselves against claims having statutes of limitation less than the thirty
days. Certainly in the state of Utah, whose law is applicable to the Agreement,
there are no actions that must be brought within thirty days after the claim has
arisen.3
If however Section 19.1 is understood to mean that the failure to make a
demand for arbitration within thirty days after a claim has arisen is not fatal to the

The shortest period of limitation appears to be six months. See Utah Code § 78B2-301.
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claim itself, then the last sentence of that Section clearly makes sense.
The District Court was obligated to attempt to construe the contract so as to
harmonize and give effect to all of its provisions. Green River Canal Co. v.
Thayn, 84 P.3d 1134, 1145 (Utah 2003); Dixon v. Pro Image, 987 P.2d 48 (Utah
1999).
3. Even if Section 19.1 could be construed as a thirty-day statute of limitation,
thirty days is, as a matter of law, an unreasonable period of limitation and cannot
be enforced.
The general rule followed by most courts is that parties to a contract are
free to limit the time for bringing an action for breach of contract to a period of
time shorter than that prescribed by statute in the applicable statute of limitations.
"In the absence of a controlling statute to the contrary, a provision in
a contract may validly limit, between the parties, the time for
bringing an action on such contract to a period less than that
prescribed in the general statute of limitations, provided that the
shorter period itself shall be a reasonable period."
Order of United Commercial Travelers v. Wolfe, 331 U.S. 586; 67 S.
Ct. 1355, 1365; 91 L. Ed. 1687, 1700 (1947) [emphasis supplied]
The Utah courts, primarily in the context of insurance contracts, have
under certain circumstances permitted the parties to shorten the time for bringing
an action for breach of the insurance contract to a period of time less than the six
years allowed by statute for bringing an action on an instrument in writing. The
touchstone in all these cases however is that the period of limitation must be
reasonable.
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"We have previously said that contractual limitations on the time in
which to bring actions on insurance contracts "'if reasonable, are
valid, binding and enforceable,1" although looked upon with some
disfavor. Hoeppner v. Utah Farm Bureau Ins. Co., 595 P.2d 863, 865
(Utah 1979) (quoting Anderson v. State Farm Fire & Casualty Co.,
583 P.2d 101, 103 (Utah 1978)); see also Hibdon v. Truck Ins.
Exch., 657 P.2d 1358, 1359 (Utah 1983); Anderson v. Beneficial
Fire & Casualty, 21 Utah 2d 173, 175, 442 P.2d 933, 934 (1968)."
Crookston v. Fire Ins. Exch., 817 P.2d 789, 797 (Utah 1991).
Deer Crest submits that thirty days is an inherently unreasonable limitation
period for actions on a construction contract. A construction contract requires
both parties to perform their contractual duties incrementally over a period of
months or even years. The construction project is constructed and paid for in
stages according to the contract schedules. If a construction contract had a thirtyday statute of limitations, the parties to such a contract would be filing demands
for arbitration every thirty days in order to protect their rights; the American
Arbitration Association would certainly be overwhelmed; and the construction
project would grind to a halt under the weight of arbitration filings.
Under these circumstances a thirty-day statute of limitations is simply
unreasonable and should not be enforced.
4. To deny Deer Crest the opportunity to litigate its claim against Silver Creek
is a violation of Deer Crest's constitutional rights under both the Open Courts
Provision and the Due Process Clause of the Utah Constitution.
It is undisputed that the American Arbitration Association lacks jurisdiction
to decide the controversy between the parties. If Deer Crest is not permitted to
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litigate its claim against Silver Creek in the District Court, then Deer Crest will
never get its day in court. But Deer Crest's right to its day in court is guaranteed
by both the Open Courts Provision and the Due Process Clause of the Utah
Constitution:
All courts shall be open, and every person, for an injury done to him
in his person, property or reputation, shall have remedy by due
course of law, which shall be administered without denial or
unnecessary delay; and no person shall be barred from prosecuting
or defending before any tribunal in this State, by himself or counsel,
any civil cause to which he is a party.
Utah Const. Art. I § 11
No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property, without due
process of law.
Utah Const. Art. I, § 7.
Parties to a suit are constitutionally entitled to litigate any justiciable
controversy between them—that is to say, they are entitled to their day in court.
Both the Due Process Clause and the Open Courts Provision of the Utah
Constitution guarantee that litigants will have their "day in court." Jenkins v.
Percival, 962 P.2d 796, 799 (Utah 1998) ("Even the most limited reading of [the
open courts] provision guarantees a day in court to all parties . . . "); Berry v.
Beech Aircraft Corp., Ill P.2d 670, 675 (Utah 1985) ("The clear language of the
[open courts provision] guarantees access to the courts and a judicial procedure
that is based on fairness and equality"; Celebrity Club, Inc. v. Utah Liquor Control
Comm% 657 P.2d 1293, 1296 (Utah 1982) (holding that Due Process Clause
dictates that claimants have day in court).
19

Under the Utah Constitution Deer Crest is entitled to its day in court and
the decision of the District Court must be reversed.
CONCLUSION
For each of the foregoing reasons, individually and collectively, this Court
should reverse the District Court's dismissal of Deer Crest's complaint and
remand the case to the District Court with instructions to allow Deer Crest to
litigate its claims against Silver Creek.
Dated this 18th day of April 2009.

t^Vui

ERIC G. EASTERIJY (8981)

2524 Fairway Village Drive
PO Box 681238
Park City, Utah 84068-1238
Telephone: (435) 940-0336
Facsimile: (435) 940-0466
Attorney for Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Pursuant to U.R.A.P. 21(d), I hereby certify that on the 18th day of April
2009, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing
pleading by the method indicated below and addressed as follows:

Evan A. Schmutz
Charles L. Perschon
HILL, JOHNSON & SCHMUTZ, LC

Ruby View Plaza, Suite 300
4844 North 300 West
Provo, Utah 84604-5663
Attorneys for Defendant/Appellee

[]
[]
[]

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile Transmission

t^-va.
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ADDENDUM

The Contract Between the Parties

The Arbitrator's Decision of August 5, 2008

[Proposed] Order Denying [sic] Granting and Denying
in Part Plaintiffs Motion to Lift Stay
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THE CONTRACT BETWEEN THE PARTIES

SAM Document A10f-1997
Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor
where the basis of payment is a STIPULATED SUM
July
Five
AGREEMEKTjnadeasofthc First day of torn in the year of TwoTlKwsandexdFf**(In words, indicate day, month and year)
BETWEEN the Owner. /•
(Name, address and other information)
Deer Crest Associates 1, LrLC
853 East Valley Boulevard
STE#200'
San Gabriel. California 91776
Telephone Number. 626-280-2825
Fax Number &6:280-2839 :
and the Contractor .;.,. :*; c ••
. (Name, address and.other information)

r

Silver Creek Development Group, LLC, limited Liability Company
3610 North University Avenue
STE3275 '
Provb, Utah 84604. • : ,'•'.
TdcphoneNainben 801T374-8500
FaxNun^er. 801-374-8501''
The Project is:": . .
(Name and location) •

..\

Deer Crest Town Homes
Deer Vally, Utah
The Architect is:
(Name, address and other information)
JSA Architects, LLC, Limited Liability Company
3115 East Lion Lane
STE#300
, Salt Lake City, Utah 84U7 . .
Telephone Number: 801-278-8151
Fax Number 801-278-8661

ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS:
The author of this document has
added information needed (or its
completion. The author may also
have revised the text of the
original AIA standard form. An
Additions and Deletions Report
that notes added information as
wefl as revisions to the standard
form text is available from the
author and should be reviewed.
A vertical Ine in tie left margin of
this document indicates where
the author has added necessary
information and where the author
has added to or deletedfromthe
originai AIA text.
This document has important
legal consequences.
Consultation with an attorney
is encouraged with respect to
its completion or modification.
AIA Document A20M 997,
Genera! Conditions of the
Contract for Construction, is
adopted h this document by
reference. Do not use with other
general conditions unless this
document is modified.
This document has been
approved and endorsed by The
Associated General Contractors
of America.

The Owner and Contractor agree as follows.

AIA Document A-101™ -1897. Copyright fl?1915, IBIB, 19Z5, 1037,1951.1953, 1961,1963,1S67,1974,1977,1980,1957,1991 and 1997 by The
American institute of Architects. AH fights reserved. WARNING: This AIA Document Is protects* by US. Copyright Law snd International Treeties.
Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this AiA Document or any porllon of It, may result In severe civH end criminal penenlee, end win be
prosecuted to tha meximum extant poeelble under the law. This document was produced by AIA software at 13:3525 on 05/24/2004 under Order
No, 1000118997 1 which expires on 3/1B/20Q 5, and Is nottorresata.
(JwKNotas: ~
(2261143453)

ARTICLE 1 THE CONTRACT (DOCUMENTS
The Contract Documents consist of this Agreement, Conditions of the Contract (General, Supplementary and other
Conditions), Drawings* Specifications, Addenda issued prior to execution of this Agreement, other documents listed
in this Agreement and Modifications issued after execution of this Agreement; these form the Contract, and are as
fully a part of the Contract as if attached to this Agreement or repeated herein. The Contract represents the entire
and integrated agreement between the parties hereto and supersedes prior negotiations, representations or
agreements, either written or oral. An enumeration of the Contract Documents, other than Modifications* appears in
Article 8.
ARTICLE 2 THE WORK OF THIS CONTRACT
The Contractor shall fully execute .the Work described in the Contract Documents, except to the extent specifically
indicated in the Contract Documentstobe the responsibility of others.
ARTICLE 3 DATE OF COMM0JCEMENT AND SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION
§ 3.1 The date of commencement of the Work shall be the date of this Agreement unless a different date is stated
below or provision is made for the date to be fixed in a notice to proceed issued by the Owner. •
(Insert the date of commencement if it differs from the date of this Agreement or, if applicable, state that the date
will be fixed in a notice to proceed.)
The commencement date will befixedin a notice to proceed.
If* prior to the commencement of the Work, the Owner requires time to file mortgages, mechanic's liens and other
security interests, the Owner's time requirement shall be as follows:

§ 3.2 The Contract Time shall be measured from the date of commencement.
§ 3,3 The Contractor shall achieve Substantial Completion offeeentire Work not later than 240 days from the date
of commencement; or as follows:
(Insert number of calendar days. Alternatively, a calendar dote may be used when coordinated with the date of
. commencement Unless stated elsewhere in the Contract Documents, insert any requirements for earlier Substantial
Completion of certain portions of tie Work)

Portion of Work
S

Substantia! Complaboti Date

Si^^^J^^^iT^p^lMh&io^a^te

o f

™-**«eat of construct*

(Insert provisions, if any, for liquidated damages relating to failure to complete on time orfor bonus payments for
early completion of die Work.) ,

ARTICLE 4 CONTRACT SUM
§ 4.1 The Owner shall pay the Contractor the Contract Sum in current funds for the Contractor's performance of the
Contract. The Contract Sum shall be
($ ), subject to additions and deductions as provided m the Contract
Documents.
. $1,588,926.45
^^%<0t(&Xf^
§ 4.2 The Contract Sum is based upon the following alternates, if any. which are described in the Contract
Documents and are hereby accepted by the Owner.
(State the numbers or other Identification of accepted alternates. If decisions on other alternates are to be made by
the Owner subsequent to the execution of this Agreement, attach a schedule of such other alternates showing the
amount for each and the date when that amount expires)
0 wiTcrvs ability tu ptu tide office 3paae *ill-doefQafK»'building ioptrn»t musiioUiy $$C00iQQ feuiltog*AlAOocurnent A 1 0 1 W - 1 9 M . Copyright C 1915. 191B, f925, t937, t9S1,195*. 1961, 19S3,1967,1974, 1977,19B0,1507,1991 and 1997 by The
American Institute of Architects. AU rights reeinred. WARNING: Thta AlA* Document Is protected by U £ . Copyright U w end International Tr«atfo»,
Unauthorized reproduction or distribution 6f this AlA* Oocvment,firtny portion at it, m*Y rest/ft in tvvere chrff end crfminel p e n a M t i , i n d w f l bt
prosecuted to the maximum o c t a l posstbtt under the Uw. This document ww produced by AlA sottwart et 133S-.25 on O&24/20O4 under Order
Hatooot 18987^1 which «ftpu«t on SftSTCOOS, end r» notforresell
UeerNafee:
(22*1143453)

§ 4.3 Unit prices, if any, are as follows:
Description

Units

Price ($0.00)

See Addenda "C" Budget f o r lump sum l i n e items
ARTICLE 5 PAYMENTS
§5.1 PROGRESS PAYMENTS
§ 5.11 Based upon Applications for Payment submitted to the Owner by the Contractor and Certificates for Payment
issued by the Contractor, the Owner shall make progress payments on account of the Contract Sum to the Contractor
as provided below and elsewhere in the Contract Documents.
§ 5.1.2 The period covered by each Application for Payment shall be one calendar month ending on the last day of
the month, or as follows:

§ 5.1.3 Provided that an Application for Payment is received by the Owner not later than the Thirtieth day of a
month, the Owner shall make payment to the Contractor not later than the Thirtieth day of the following month.
If an Application for Payment is received by the Owner after the application date fixed above, payment shall be
made by the Owner hot later.than Thirty ( 30 ) days after the Owner receives the Application for Payment

Rot' more than .1 payment per each 30 day period shall he submitted by Contractor.
§ 5.1.4 Each Application for Payment shall be based on the most recent schedule of Values submitted by the
Contractor in accordance with the Contract Documents. The schedule of values shall allocate the entire Contract
Sum among the various portions of die Work. The schedule of values shall be prepared in such form and supported
by such data to substantiate its accuracy as the Owner may require. This schedule, unless objected to by the Owner,
shall be used as a basis for reviewing the Contractor's Applications for Payment.
§ 5.1.5 Applications for Payment shall indicate the percentage of completion of each portion of the Work as of the
end of the period covered by the Application for Payment.
§ 5.1.6 Subject to other provisions of the'Contract Documents, the amount of each progress payment shall be
computed.as follows:
•' '* •
Take that portion of the Contract Sam properly allocable to completed Woric as determined by
multiplying the "percentage completion of each portion of the Woric by the share of the Contract Sum
allocated tothat portiqnof the Woric in the schedule of values, looo rotoinaga o£
(-»••*»). Pending
final determination of cost to the Owner of changes in the Work, amounts not in dispute shall be'
included as provided in Section 7.3.8 of ALA Document A2014997;
' Add that portion of the Contract Sum properly allocable to materials and equipment delivered and
suitably stored' at "the site for subsequent incorporation in the completed construction (or, if approved
in advance by the Owner, suitably stored off the site at a location agreed upon in writing),-!©**mtainSgo of •• (
4rSubtract the aggregate of previous payments made by the Owner, and
Subtract amounts, if any, for which the Architect has withheld or nullified a Certificate for Payment
as provided in Section 9.5 of AIA Document A201-1997.
§ 5.1.7 The progress payment amount determined in accordance with Section 5.1.6 shall be further modified under
the following circumstances:
.1

Add, upon Substantial Completion of the Work, a sum sufficient to increase the total payments to the
full amount of the Contract Sum, less such amounts as the Owner shall determine for incomplete
Work, retainage applicable to such work and unsettled claims; and

AIA Documant A101™ - 19*7. Copyright ©1515.1616,1925, 1937,1951, 1958.1981, 1983,1967,1974,1S77.1960, 1987.1991 mnd 1997 by The
American Institute of Arctttacts. All rightt raaarvad. WARNING: This AIA* Document it protected by U.S. Copyright Law and International Treaties.
UnauthoriXad reproduction or distribution of this AIA4 Documani, or any portion of It, may r«*uft In aevera civil and criminal panalttes, and win b*
proaacuted to tht macirnurn axtent possible undtr tha law. This decumant was producadby AIA softwata at 1335:25 on 05/24/2004 urxfer Order
No, 1000116987.1 which axpiras on 5/16/2005, and is not lor rosaJt
UsarNotaa:
"
(228U0453)

(Section 9.8.5 of AIA Document A201-1997 requires release of applicable retainage upon Substantial
Completion of Work with consent of surety, if any.)
2

Add, il final completion of the Work is thereafter materially delayed through, no fault of the
Contractor, any additional amounts payable in accordance with Section 9.103 of AIA Document
A201-1997.

§ 5,1.8 Reduction or limitation of retainage, if any, shall be as follows:
(If it is intended, piior to Substantial Completion of the entire Work, to reduce or limit the retainage resulting from
the percentages inserted in Sections 5\L6J and 5.1.6.2 above, and ihit is not explained elsewhere in die Contract
Documents, insert here provision for such reduction or limitation.)

§ 5.1.9 Except with the Owner's prior approval, the Contractor shall not make advance payments to suppliers for
materials or equipment which have not been delivered and stored at the site.
§ 5.2 FINAL PAYMENT
§ 5.2.1 Final payment, constituting the entire unpaid balance of the Contract Sum, shall be made by the Owner to the
Contractor when:'
.1

the Contractor has folly performed the Contract except for the Contractor's responsibility to correct
Work as-provided in Section 1222 of AIA Document A201-1997, and to satisfy other requirements,
if any, which extend beyondfinalpayment; and

' 2

a final Certificate for Payment has been issued by the Contractor and a C of O has been issued by
".' Wasatch County'and the Wasatch County Fire District
. . 3 C o m p l e t i o n o f Owner p u n c h l i s t , I f a n y .
§ 522 The Owner's final payment to the Contractor shall be made no later than 30 days after the issuance of the
Architect's final.Certificate for Payment, or as follows:

ARTICLE 6 TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION
§ 6.1 The Contract may be terminated by the Owner or the Contractor as provided in Article 14 of AIA Document
A20M997;
§ 6.2 The Work may be suspended by the Owner as provided in Article 14 of AIA Document A201-1997.
ARTICLE 7 MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
§ 7.1 Where reference is made in this Agreement to a provision of AIA Document A201-1997 or another Contract
Document, the reference refers to that provision as amended or supplemented by other provisions of the Contract
Documents.
§ 7.2 Payments due and unpaid under the Contract shall bear interest from the date payment is due at the rate stated
below, or in the absence thereof, at the legal rate prevailing from time to time at the place where the Project is
located.
(Insert rate of interest agreed upon, if any.)
( . ) per annum

2Z p e r month

(Usury laws and requirements under the Federal Truth in Lending Act, similar state and local consumer credit laws
and other regulations at the Owner's and Contractor's principal places of business, the location of the Project and
elsewhere may affect the validity of this provision. Legal advice should be obtained with respect to deletions or
modifications, and also regarding requirements such as written disclosures or waivers.)
§ 7.3 The Owner's representative is:
AIA Document A101™ - 1 9 9 7 . Copyright O 1915.1918.1925. 1937, 1951.1958, 1961. 1983,1967,1974.1977.1980,1987.1991 and 1997 by The
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(Nome, address and other information)
Scott S.Stedekar
853 East Valley Boalevaid
STE#20O
San Gabriel California 91776
Telephone Number. 323-685-8590 6 2 6 / 2 8 0 - 2 8 2 5
§ 7.4The Contractor's representative is:
(Name, address and ether information)
Geoffrey Graninn
3610 North University Avenue
STE#275
Provo, Utah 84604
Telephone Number: 801-374-8500
* Fax Number. 801-374-8501
Mobile Number 801T362-4423
ggranmn@silvcrcreddlc.coni
§7.5 Neither the Owner's nor the Contractor's representative shall be changed without tec days written notice to the
other party.
§ 7.6 Other provisions: *

ARTICLE'S ENUMERATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

§ 8.1 The Contract Documents, except for Modifications issued after execution of this Agreement, are enumerated as
follows: CO date of plans, (ii) addendum
-. § 8.1-i'Tte Agreement is this executed 1997 edition of the Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and
Contractor, AIA Document A101-1997;
§ M 2 The General Conditions are the 1997 edition of the General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, AIA
Document A201-1997.
'-'<' .
• § 8.1.3 The Supplementary and other Conditions of the Contract are those contained in the Project Manual daled
, and are as follows
Document'

Title

Pages

JSA AIA
Building 5
§ 8.1.4 The Specifications are those contained in the Project Manual dated as in Section 8.13, and are as follows:
(Either Ust the Specifications here or refer to an exhibit attached to this Agreeinent.)
| Title of Specifications exhibit
§ 8,1.5 The Drawings are is follows, and are dated
unless a different date is shown below:
(Either list the Drawings here or refer to an exhibit attached to this Agreement)
| Title ofDrawings exhibit
§ 8,1.6 The Addenda, if any, are as follows:
Addenda A: Timeline
Addenda E : M i s c e l l a n e o u s P r o v i s i o n s
Addenda©:* General C o n d i t i o n s of t h e Contract & I n s u r a n c e Requirements
Addenda C: Budget
Addenda D: Guaranty
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Additions and Deletions Report for
AIA*Document

A101m-1997

This Additions and Deletions Report, as defined on page \ of the associated document, reproduces below ell text the author has
added to the standard form AIA document In order 10 complete h, as weB as any text the author may have added to or deleted from
the original AIA text Added text is shown underlined. Deleted text b indicated with a horizontalfinethrough the original AIA text
Note: This Additions and Delations Report is provided for Wormanan purposes only and Is not Incorporated into or constitute any
p art of the associated AIA document This Additions and Deletions Report and its associated document were generated
simultaneously by AIA software at 133525 on 05/2472004.
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AGREEMENT made as of the Erst day of June in the year of Two Thousand and Four
peer Crest Associates 1. LC
|S3 East Vallev Boulevard
STE#200
San Gabriel, California 91776 '*••
Telephone Number: 626-280-2825
Fax Httmber 626-2803839 *'*' ifSilver Creek Development GTDOP. LLC Limited Dabflitv Company
3610 North University Avenue

SreWs . ,
Telephone Wuiobir. 801-374-8500

' F^WWr^Wl-374-ggQli '
Deer Crest Town Homes
Deer Vallv, Utah
J5A Architects.'LLQ. Limited Liability Company
?US East Lion Laive
STE#300
Salt Lake City. Utah 84117
Telephone Number. 801-278-8151
Fax Number. 801-278-8661
Additions eftd OetoUona Report tor AiA Docurnartt A101™ - 1 9 9 7 . Copyright fc 1915,1916,1925, 1937,1951,1958,1961, 1963,1967,1974.1977.
I960.1907,1991 and 1997 by Tha Amortaan Institute of ArchHscU. All Tights reserved. WARNING: This AIA* Document is protected by U.S. Copyright
taw and foiemaUonaJ Treaties. Unauthorized rtproduction or distribution of this AIA r Document, or any portion of U. may r e w l i in tevsrc civil and
criminal penalties, and wiit ha prosecuted to tha maximum extent possfett under tha law. ThU document wis produced by AiA software si 13:25:25 on
05/24/2034 under Order No, 1000118987J which entires on 3/f &V2005, i n d H not tor resale.
User Notes:
*
(226 M 43453)
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The commencement dale will befixedin a notice to proceed
§ 3.3 The Contractor shall achieve Substantial Completion of die entire Work not later than 240 days from the date
of commencement, or as follows:
Xxx accordance w i t h Exhibit k
Owners At)il)trtu mvmde vfffcesyaxe will deereiae^tt^ing»eetttfO0frforo
•• •
PAGE 3

§ 5.1.1 Based upon Applications for Payment submitted to the Arohitcot Owner by the Contractor and Certificates
for Payment issued by the Architect Contractor, the Owner shall make progress payments on account of the
Contract Sum to the Contractor as provided below and elsewhere in the Contract Documents
§ 5.1.3 Provided that an Application for Payment is received by the Arahitoot Owper not later than the Thirtieth day
of a month, the Owner shall make payment to the Contractor not later than the Thirtieth day of the following
month If an Application for Payment is received by the Arehitoot Owner, after the application date fixed above,
payment shall be made by the Owner not later than Thirty ( 2fi ) days after the Architect Owner receives the
. Application for Payment.
§ 5.1.4 Each Application for Payment shall be based on the most recent schedule of values submitted by the
Contractor in accordance with the Contract Documents. The schedule of values shall allocate the entire Contract
Sum among the various portions of the "Wort The schedule of values shall be prepared in such form and supported
by such data to substantiate its accuracy as the Arehitoot Qwnei may require. This scheduleT unless objected to by
the Architect Owner, shall be used as a basis for reviewing the Contractor's Applications for Payment.
.1
,

:

Add, upon Substantial Completion of the Work, a sum sufficient to increase the total payments to the
full amount of the Contract Sum, less such amounts as the Afohitoot Owner shall determine for
incomplete Work, retainage applicable to such work and unsettled claims; and

•PAGE 4

2 . afinalCertificate for Payment has been issued bv the ArohiteotrContractor and a C of O has been
issued by Wasatch County and the Wasatch County Fire District.
' <

)perjyanuffl

• •

PAGES
Scott S. Sterlekar

853 East Valley Boulevard
STgJBM
San Gabriel. California 91776
Telephone Number VWRSATRO

626/280-2825

Geoffrey Gramiro
3610 North University Avenue

yngtys
Provo. Utah 84604
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Excavation
Footings
Foundation
Plumbing Sub-Rough
Basement Slab

I
I

1 Back Fill

I

1 Sewer WaUr and Power
1 Framing
HVAC
] Rough Plumbing
1 Rough Electrical
1 Ftatwork Porchas
| 4~Way inspection
| Dry-In Roof
1 insulation
1 Sheatrock
I Qrage Door Install
1 Soffit & Facia

[

I

siding
51 Stono
l Prime Paint
|l Finish Carpentry
HandraK
1 Hardwood Floors

1 Tile
Cabinet instali
Finish Paint
Counter Topi
Finish Plumbing
Finish Electrical
I Finish Low Voltage/Vac
1 Carpet
I Shower Doors/ Mirrors
1 Ftnat Cleaning
1 Final Inspection
___
Start date
05707/04 0:00AM
Finish date
02/16/06 45dPM
I Data date
06/06/OS 12:00AM
1 Run date
05/11/0612.O0PM
I Page number 1A

Eaf|

Qur

I
1
1
j

'

v
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c

6 06/06/05
|06/10/05_
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1 10/13/05
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°
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3 10/13/05
5 11/03/05
11/09/05
11/14/06
3 11/10/06
11/14/06
a 11/10/05
15 11/15/05
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2 12/06/05 ' 12/07/05
11/16/06
5 11/10/05
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20 11/10/05
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16 12/09/05
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10! 12/09/05
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10] 12/0B/06
16 12/30/05
! 01/16/08
15 12/23/06
01/12/06
01/27/06
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01/27/06
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3 01/20/06
01/24/06
10 01/20/06
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dEMERAt CONDITIONS Ofi THE CONTRACT - AOPENDUM *

l/destrestantracts*gei^

cond & ins

COMPANY:

SHwCwsfc*0e\jeJqomer\t Group, LLC

Address*
Cooact
pencn{s):
Office phone:

&1Q North JJnivjystty jAve,^
15eo(f Gianton

OWNER:
Address:
Contact
paewnfc):
Office phone:
PBQJECT:

License
801/352-4423

lisuedaie:
fapiredat&r

M1/3/4-&01

Email:

4876934-5501-Utah

CeWi

TBWJBSST

ii

Dew Crest Awodafes 1, L C .
&53E.VatteyBhd j
SenG&nd.CA 91^76
ScoaStanefcar

deflate/:
Fjacsjmjl

525/2fl0-?B25

^S2S

$267755-3139;

ft^Ktf&s!

Email:

asekfcffloacbdlnfll

Qeet Crest Tqanftocngi
beer Crest in Wasatch County

I

1. R A M EXAMINATION: ,
ned all plans, specifications, addenda end
1.1 Comr^orfWHby r e p r e s s by IriiTialln^
is mat he is entering into thU contract in
mocDIceoons thereto redting fa the Work ai'set forth i i Jhe contract Contractor - - > - - - reliance upon h f c o w wjan^tion aid jnvesligation^ W u p o n stetemer^ or
any, that may have been made by Owner,
Contractor further ejckncjtflet^as tat this ajgreeniek a piaoa in addhion to aH written
ifftents, it any; between parties, and this
By executing .the contract the Contractor
agreement constitutes part;0< Jlhe 6Qn>emenCr _._- r w td the Work to be performed hereti
Jpmsa/f with the focal contftton4 under v^jen the work is to be performed
presents that he has rated jfie jite and fjes f a M s i
Do not
Contractor shall verify oi jne^sfcns and conditions onj tfrsjta a i d n c ^ Owner of any d t e c n ^ p a ! ^
dnarfngs. tf rex^&Btf f|/ Confnjctcfr, CofOiactorsha? pay fiy actional copies of
scale drawings. Written (dimensions nave precedence
"—turel and engineering plana, reppts, etc.
(he construction daJumsps including but nof Hfnitedik)

i
SUvcturat plans;,
Architgdual plan's;
Othar.

j

'i

BuUdittg #JT

i

Dated;
Oetocfc
Dated:

i

5/24/04
5/24/04

1.2 Poor to arnimem^meri o< wort, Contractor shal .

r jja« samples,fists,drawings, eataiodue cutt, sfihedutes and other ftema foipwrad *n
connection wilh his w^rk^ twit approval of iame Is nq( relief of his msponsMty h cornptyjitg wlQi me faqu'rements of the drawing* and
cpecaic*t$on$, AS,
r and deOvery costs tor safnptes $nS drawings fum'uHed by Contractor shafl be pact by Contractor.

i

cpwpuAKsewirH

2.1

iNMENTAGENCtES/OfyNANpES:
Contractor snail ojJve 2T notices and comtyy with jeff j a k ordinance*, rules, regulations arid orders of any f>ubDt authority bearing on the
jrcformanc* of the wdrV.'uncJer this contract - iriduoWbdt not fowled to inspections. Tha Contractor sKaB secure end pay kx at! pent*ls,
fees and tenses (lnc|udng| but not limited to bUsW is license*, pedsstrisn b*mcadat, strapl use c<rmit5, Qagman, etc} necessary for the
conpte&on o? iNa WoWi ft Contractor s/tould <»1 t i Aay any tax, Hcensa. pamits or lees raqtired lo be .paid by the provisions of iws
paragraoh. Owor may, at h'ts option, pay the sahie apqtii cost thereof shall bejdeductod trpm the contract «jm.

I
JJA&R.ITY IWSURAMCElAfto WORKERSJCOMPBli^ON
3.1 Pivof 1o commencsm^ it;o( Wodc. Conlrador shafl fornS Cenjftcatw oftocurancfe,in tripiicaja, to Owner upon execution of this agreement as
evkfenceol fetidly a | l workers compensation coWarc. The cartficatas shoK provide (or.
A. AQuar2rte^pwpQ}deyanolicetdOM^pn^b
Lanojuige such as "will endeavor to matt
days
written notice" ^nd * •.. but failure ^> mai jwch twjtice $HaR impose nJ obligatldrt or fiabHtty of any km<! upoft the company, its

r

j»e* -—it
imOffrarJshio amfishould
aMithmtH be
he stricken,
ettirttan
sgenU sr repf ^ftriu^ves"
fe unacceptable
identffication of m sp§clf)C project and job a^drasi noted cbove.
!

jI
j
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C. Mit* Shall oa effect
i
t
0 Contractor uhaP, atjbstjw expense, cause the OiwwarjdOwrer's agenttobenimad^ecttUonaJoo^fafftdundte-said policies v*ith
ft* appropriate enoorseliafit form attached
£ A statement thai trie oJuraaor's emrance )s prtmay bnp noihcontrfouttag with anyfowrartcfepurchased by the OWTO andfor Owners
s

ageM

j T j

I

I

3.2 Contract* shafimairtwH^
together with a broad fctfo ircWrehcharveiqenera* tfafetv and workers compensation* policies in the fcnib as described jn
Aricfenduw B herein ktacjhed. j
j
] I J
j
. j
l

» I

' II

I

m tne event ofcanccWorj, proposed cancellation. OfConlriclof45feguretoobtain proper i n s u r e coverage Owner may. but Shaft not be
r*^r»d to procure such r i ^ ^
(Ron pefc^m (15%) shanb&bslsed on the total fy&mimJoj .such coverage,
j
i
tNDEMtRCATtQK
41 incori5B^ctt0fth|rnujija{u^^
consideration, thereceiptand sufticiencY of
*hich ere mutuary acW^edfl^ (1 is sgreecf that te tdtowing provision shaft apply to the
drjdcrtattng between me Contractor and the

0*ner.

j I

j

;

!

J

j

12 Contractor shall save, irwernhiiy, defend and hold riirniess ths Owner and at! of Conor's officers, agents #xi enployaaafromand again*!
or destructiontoproperty or boolly injury to or wrongful^ death of persons fincticfing the aficers. agents and ©mptoyees of Owner or
Contractor) any amir^sllditas, abactor ^
toCortfractor's'working
K Ttepenorrnanraofifert
B. The presence of| CorjCgclor, or any offtsfoffiCOfi,aaep. employees, or parsons acting wjth its penwsaion,. axpresiad or impOed. on or
about (he premises ci the 6wnar,
! (
i

M!

' I

j... TAXES.^HS^^p^Mrr}
:
j
. ,
5.1 Contractor aheft oppW with1 fedara!, state, and Jocal be lavs, social security ad$, unsrofcymflnt comparsafion acts and workers*
•compensation aaa insofar a$; applicable to .the p^orrpance oftotscontract. Contractor erap pay »H tanas,ficero©*faa$ and permits of
every nature v ^ ^ p e i f r p o & d o r c h ^
author^ upon labor, material or other things usedm tha performance ot
the WDrkori^cnthatwiwdfcnsbatween CJorwacW' and Ovriwr. K Contractorsrfeutd fail to bay any tax (axctoSng property lanes), license,
parrots or Ce^wojireatoOepaidby thepiwswc^foj* paragraph, Ctoner maf at We pptjoo, pay tha sen*" endfascost tnareof shafl be
deducted fromtoefanwxi*im.
j

ft,. PgfffflWW&l
6J

[

' i,

•,

-

Contractor agreea thai Jf ha shoutdneDject.b pfosecuje the Work o%«nfly andljropefty orfeltoperform any provision of this contract, me
Cwnar, after trtfte|wor*ng days'wn^
denrieras and * w oe<^
Contractor ahati coopecale 1Mb (he
Ownor and other contractor^ whose work might terfcri wrtti the contractors Work, and skips parGc^sie in the preparation of ccotdlnstsd
8 8
L
acheduttno In arei ofcongelation,
p-- - * spectoUy
-*"-—«-•not/ng
— and
- ^ aoVialng
- - - -the Owner *of- any such hiterierence.

7. COfJTf^CTOR^SufeRt^TgNQgfrfcSKfLLEO
7.1 extractor » M a& a«wne&
. 'have a conpejent
^-^..^ w „ Jajwiint or foreman on the, jobsti vhrf ihatt be authorosadtoracewe instructions torn
tneOwerandt
auch deoaonsas maybejne«sary to tha prompt and eHWont peffcrmanoa of trus ageanent Contractor shall rot
X
eniptoyonthcwprHi
t person not skated In theiworK kss^nadtoIwv. Any ejnptoyeoJOi ihe Contractor who w atjuo^ed by OwnertoOe
incofflpeiant. d5'
y, unrptiaWe, or otherwise lAsdt^acton/ ^ta« oe immecfiato^ faruovef fromfoework and mp\act6 m a trmefy manner
j

WORKING CONpmfcNsj

rTcc^SoT^ilS^

vrf^ afi appfic^e i a ^ broiriances, aites Vwd r^

fi2 In canvinc cwt ^6 .. the Contractor shafi lar^
ry prscautons to protect properly theftnistedwoA of other tradesfromdamage
caused by his opefa! is JGontrectDf snafl ptotect isfttbrii and be rssponsibif under alf CKCumstances for'the good concktion thereof until
final acceptafc^ottfeeenife project GontraciiX, protect adjacent property from In/g^ arising, out ot hs y/ofc Owner my remedy any
defautt by Ccntractojonasir Ws paragraph, and the it hereof srlaft be deduced tram tnejContrac! pr*ce
i

C iOocun*ms and S^n^r^ienlCesktopVScocr $t«rj^ar StutfVStiv^ Crwok %&
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2*_
9.1

9.2

Jfi

EOmPKBiTlTtXM
CiWTtrar^sriafepwibel&r^^
electrical cords; tenJorarJ focllW such as power pies]aw bows, water mftters^dWts; sOTokfttg,forWifts,fcacktaas,tamping davfces,
pomps, slqptaader', jammers, ale. If OwnerjprovicJes temporary faciBtias, Contractor agrees jo reimburse Owner for CojMraetor'i prorata
usage 4 same,
i J • j
I
!j | |
j
lrtttie event MContrBctif, by mnlal. loan a otherwfU,Mtesuseof any of the Owners ecwjmerH, s<»fioic5ng: or other app&anoss on the
jobstte, Contractor ajjreeJtfiatsuch use sbattjbe at the ioja risk of Contractor and after Contractor hai satisfted'himsei/ as to the condition
thereof. Contractor agredstohotf harmless ind inctemrtiN Oirmer against claims q! every natJna arising (men the use 1herec4 irtduclrtg, bin
not y rnitad to/fi/ury ^ C c | M c ^ s

-1^

'

•

«

f

10,1 AvaflaWlfly; Contractor ttett forthwith ordercii maieriJid •c^pmant, and other items wrtohlshaU be r w r e d ^or the performance of the
wort hereunder. Owner ttjn have the right tbrequit tha Contractor siijrrtt attsljofsuppPecsfrom whom Contractor pnaposasio purchase
41 necessary materials, rajfcaietxand othar)tems; Aran W be inquired by Conlispcior in tte performance of this agreement, together with
ottumen&ry evkferjee saifctactory to Owner lno5cit4ig that all such materials, equipment andfewerRams witi be available in sufficient Unrve
to avoid delay in the prasectfion of the project ss i whole. Contractor shaft sufcTfl to Owner, if requested, a written tkt of a i materials,
equipment end o m iiojns purchased or loibe pgrWsao rn ttio performance of this agreement showing the names d the suppflens or
•n&cipated suppliers thefeof and tie aggreg&a vd!0e offoemateriafs purchased 'or to be Wchased from each such supplier. Contractor
does haribyrepresentW Owr&r that he haschacHeb the kvaiiabity of al! materials, equipmck find other rfemi required to be lumichod by
Contmctor In thepeWmaricsiof this agreement andTOlW &£httemswWI be deljvcrcdtothd job cite in ample; flme to avoid delay of other
ccvUraciopB or sitaWaJtofs In the performance of iodj op this project Contractor's taiiureUo wmlsb any or aM of the informationrequiredto
be fumished under this sjsregraph within 72 hours a!}*
' demand by Ovmerjshall consiMa a breach d t f ^ agreement
i a 2 Condition of MaterWj
[ Corrtractor warrants
be new vntess otherwise specified, end mat alt W6rk
conforming to fiese stax&rcp may be comidered (
fimftstkxi of any ofljer wfrr^nty or remedy required by

t[a!t matedBls and equipment (umtehdd «nd incorporated by him \\ the Projoct shall
fob Contort shall beg* good c i ^
A* Wort not
The warranty prc&dad tn thiq paragraph shall be to acVDUon to and not in

ii

t0.3 OefJvery «Jf Wateriafs: tontractor ehai} ojveseventy-u 1(72) hours prior notice to the Ownerjlbr daliywy of materials snd equ^menttotho
jdbsfce. tn env evlnt Wat Jmiteteis and eoutorrtgnt si 6<ANMQ6 to thetobslte.4re handlinrj slorace mi pro\eetk)n of said materials anp*
onstofl^v and cost of the CorHrador.J Owner will not be responsibly nor rekr^ur^
thefl. etc. shadtwthei
afluloment from c
to the custody of the* Contractor.
fotfraaorfof amrfossd 'darhaaa Of meteftals Qetl'
I
•
1
11. REMOVAL OF OEaRl
11.1 On a dalty basis Crjntrktor,|at Ks own t#pvr** sndjoiit, shaH at all time keep the ioWtfe free from accumirtatkin of waste malarial or
rubbish caused or jsendaidjby his trade. Upon comoleoon of Contractor's vrorfc,jhe s h ^ a t p s own expenserand cost, remove ad rubbish,
surplus meteriaL loots, scaffotcing, and squbmert away p m the jobsite. and the txentoes ral be toft "broom Heart" or iia equiuatem LinJew
otherwise tpadftec! by j o i n e r , in the event of cPcfjuie a& to the responsftwllty for reinoyal bf fUbbfsh from ;ha jobiite, Owner may remove
the rubbish and cfUgaj the cost thereof to{'the various contraciors responsible tfUmfor tn. sJcb cation as the Owriar, at his sole discretion.
snaK determine to be jukjanb such 8no^bontfW|b«W>^ontrvConiracta. j
' '
12. CNANG£ORDEp!srdTRA$ TO CONTRACT
12.1 There shaft be no phenploroer to mis Contact uhlessja^eed in writing between the partes rjarato.
12.2 K unforeseen conditods ix deviations frorfi pSBnsjerej ihcotntered, wcr> will slip onry in t b ) arsa. and will require written verification or
dodBion from the {iwner W ^ d a n r ^ orcW (hatjrna^oxur. Contractor shad nrjaka 8ny and all changestothe Wort from me Drawings and
Specifications of fts Cbrirait Documents wHhoul Vrvalliating this Contract when specificeM ordered to do so in writing by tho Owner. The
Contractor, prior i> Iro comji»nc«Ti8nl c/jsuchtprwii or revised work, shed submit prcflUly to the Owner written copks of the cost or
OBtftfjropc«a!to(stf4
•
! il
•. I
123 If the Conlraclcr jdcei)\s;th<ji. eny surfaces or wcO to (which his work te to be app^edj ori atfi/sd \$ unsatisfactory or unsuitable, written
notification at Mid Kirpfiorj shall be giventothe jOwJndr, othotwise no considcrilion wfli;oe given to claim* for e*tra compensation or no*>
HisponsibititY in conneftion therewttn.
13
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131 Upon signing of contract Cbmrectorsbalf eufcrm in wftnd td the Owner a schedule of values of the various parts or tie Work aggregating
the total euro o f t a bont/kti mads out « such detail * j the Contractor and Owner may agree upon, or a* rajutrsd by the Owner, and
supported by suonevulBtice^Witoc^
Th^schwMe.v^teppfOwajby ths Owner, shall be used as a
baas for Apptotions t f Paynwil unless it befoundto be * error in applyingtorpayment,TOContractor shall aubnui a statero*** bawd
upOTittttssctertdla I f ' j
j I I
J
I
J
!
112 Final payment of tenjpenmt (JO°A| ratertfari shall 6e dufe when the work described n the Contract is fu8y| cornpteted, oerfo/med m
accondancewlfoWfc Contract Documents and approved w me owner and or lt«r«sfJ9Cuv^gov8pPBn\ agencies
PAYMENT
i
I
j
i | 1
{
.
t4 1 Applications for prog&as Aayirjnts shafltoem writing ppactor sbat! furrash 10 jOwnar afficsvf ts of BitU Patd, ooptes of any applicable
twoices,mte33eo()^nn^
Contra* with the appfcaflOTtor^^
t&piytamtneedbeniadebyltaOvm
releases sn fumfeheg J
|
H 2 There shall be wrfhhW ft M I each payment a retention a fen pertenl (10%) of the value of trte work measured by the prapof&on that the
work done bearstotAewtrtjtofeedona CtomroaybaijifctjomajiyOT
by ContractortopersbraijKits^

11 !

•iL

'

r

»'

1

14 3 Owrwmssfves (he nghtto«auefc«rt checks upon i e ^

• IL

L '

14 4 No payment mads untferhhts Contract shall operate as an acceptance of any porton of the Contractor's work or as an admission on the patt
o< the Owner t M thi C o t ^
14 5 Prior to i»uanceofl^paymem.^ Contract
bills for materials and
equipment, arid all W ^todi&tedriessw ^
Such evidence and statements relative
thereto shall be made w affidavit or under penalty, of perjury The monies ratatnod by Owjier in ecoo/aance with Section 13 2 ebafl be
olsiifbuiedtoContra^orWr^ pa) days a1ter.foe workUJcpinpieted.
146 PayrneN»n^bewUhh«^ck»to
J
j
1) Oetec&ve wori< hot lAmedipd;
2) Aryfienda^$pdj !
If
t
or equipment;
3) Failure of Cortoctoitomake payrolls r^e^feinaoor materia),
re
r.
4) Damagetothebwnbror inother contactor, j
I
j
5) Repeated fadurjetobertyoylwori( or otherwise c c ^

ft.. ASSigHMEfg j

1

j

I
i

j

151 Keifcerparty to this coboaabecornas bankrupt or maKes an assignment for the benefit of padtas, then tie norvOefauiting pwty has the
nghitocancel thuiJoonJact ^Contractor shatf notassignhor subcontract the whole of Ws coitraci wtthort the (written consent of the Owner
nor further subcontract portiops of this Contract wftlW written notificationtothe Owner TheJCoraraotor that not assign any amounts due or
to become due uacter Qubontract without written appr,a4&f of the Ownar
.».. W W f f l T Y
i ) ;
taroshad under ths contract for
16 1 Corrector g ^ j a a r ^ b w n *
a period of one (p yearfrorp the date of occupancy as evidenced by the Ctaetof Escrow new OwnerftJser Upon Owners rafcanon.
Contractor shai! forthwith, at rns own e<peme, rcoiaca any daiacfev* materia! and performiny necessary labor to correct any defect In the
work. Contractor chap payjfor aO work of eveyjnaijrfe which may be necessary m comeceon with the correction of delects under the
guarantee
162 Thes9rvfceechecMe p my warranty wort shall be a*(onows • any aervrca cat! Contractor rsceives by 12*00 noonf Contractor shail provide
service to byf 5 30PM[the same day Any service rani Contractor cecsfvas tfipr 12*00 ricpa ConVactor shaH provide &Nte to by 12.00
noon the toiowirjg day emergency situations require* same day service at ait times Iff Contractor should tail to make such nscessary
repan and rephJcernents within 72 hours, Ownar rnau at Contractors expense, fumlsri such materials or labor as are necessary tor Iras
purpose and Viecost hereof sha0 be payabte by C^ictor upon demand.
i
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16.3 CorTfractcr*wn*m» A odioVj^rf
dhoti by Contractor in aocorrjanoe */ifo this Contact sto& be done in <t gooc? and
workmanlike rwtnerj Cefaclor luther warrants that " feqwprtw\t and suppOes incapoTaiAd Wo (he worX jsnaff be paid (or in fun by

17.

Contractor and none ol supjeqijiprnsni or supjtfea shall

jeubject to any lien, tine feienbon agieetr»ni or other 9i\cumbfance.

BONOS &AUTHORgE0JstG}MTC^S'. (toHujl, *herj

t*fe)

17.1 When appfrcebfo, Cocfixifx Jwi^j fupnwjb Owner a

bond and laoor aridnwteriaf bchd */tth« ten (10.) days of &* date that tilt*

cortnact is executed.
17irf Contractor a c a p b r a ^ , ; ^
a corporate surety bond t i pjuefanlee fahhtu) perform
agreement on behalf k the corporation, jointly a n d — ]

by tha president and secretary # ifta corporation. IfjContractor doos noi tumisri
\iH this agf«ment, the said officers and any oUier ofTic^r <y director «gnino this
guarantee the faiftM pedotpranca p tfus agreemenl!

10. T€RM]NATX)N
18.1 Any provtoon hereof to ihejcohtrary notwithstanding'
r shall have the nght to terrnkrite this Agreement without cause at any time by
giving Contractor tJUntJ-four 1(24) hours wrtten nil
(hereof. Upon recarpt trf such W i c e , Contractor Immediately shaft terminate
performance of the Worwarjd mafce every reasor^ J
to m&gate iu losses and damages hereunder, provided, however, in connection
with such termmion, dyiiractor shafl perform
Jtslas may be necessasy (p preserve Lnd protect tot $»ft of the Wort theretofore
petfotmed
_. hereunder,
_._. . . , . era prat/idad. further, upon
.
r_
# in W n i ^ t o n , Contract < ^ have
time (not to exceed] thrafe (5) iusineaa days from thfe data* oi leminadon) to wnoj down Contractor's operations, remove its equrpmerri end
tectfrta and provida for p a ordarty transitotfof thefcxefcujionof the Wort; fottotong such lemdnatioa Upon suih termlnatan without cause,
Contractor shaft retain att sums of moneyfrereiaforapaid and Owner shall pay td Contradorjffl <# retainers lejss oncwnbrances created by
payrpentihavsrotWn^o^ been made. :

!

| (

i

I
. _. rmatters
.alters tnquestobptotoli
the parties to Ink Agreement, Wring out of or retaWig to this Agraomant or tha
19,1 AHrJatms.dtspdea'anm other,
breach thereof, shaft be decided by arbitration in accoroBnoe with ths Construction Industry Afbtoafion RUd; of the American Arbitration
Association unfessfthe parjiei muruaJry agrap otherwisi Notice of the dernandffVart*ratlor|sh3jf be fdadtoWriting wih tha other party to
this Agreement and vflj ft* Andean Arbiti^w A s s c ^ o a Ths dsmand dhattba made m a n thirty (30) days after the claim, cfcspatfr or
other matter In guektons H a s s a n . tnnoeWst^rademandfrirarbitra^^^
Dfcceedinga based'on S\jc^c^mvo^^t8 0^
The award
rendered by the mbHr^ors shafi be final, and Judfcm«n5 may be vrttmd upon It in accordance with applicable law in arty court haying
jurisdiction thereof Tbi pravailing party shall bo erjthwdfarecover a reasonabla attorneys fie «i addr&oa to any other retro! granted by the
eubrtralots.
'

'""3 ! J

- M l

I
oarson ki charge of work for either perty at the

henaraf condrtions signed by tieo^er. Time is

C:\Oocurnent6 and Sen^cjmeilentOuKiapVSc^a 5tenVkcr
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DEER CREST PROJECT - ADDENDUM ttB"
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
Certificate Holder and Named
Addftjonalinsured:

Deet Crest Associates i, LC.
853E.VaBeyBlvdSan Gabriel, CAS1776

Additional Insureds:

Oeer Crest Master Association, L C ; Grand Harvest Ventures, LLC; Utah Auspicious Ventures, L L C ;
Cornucopia Crest Ventures, LL.C; Dynamic Holdings Corporation; Angela C Sabefla, indwiduafly

Loss Payable (Mortgagee):

Dynamic Finance Corporation

Description of Operations:

Deer Crest project (ski reso/t & housing development) located in Wasatch County (east of Park City), Utah.

Project Name & Location:

Deer Crest Project Wasatch/Summit Counties, Utah

Cancellation clause:

Required 30-days written notice to Certificate Holder and Named Additional insureds

General liability limits:

Q

Policy is primary 4 non-contributory

D

Policy shall include Contractual liability coverage.

0

Waiver of Subrogation in favor of certificate holder.

General Aggregate firnit
• $20,000,000

D $5,000,000

S $2,000,000

• $1,000,000

Each Occurrence limit
• $5,000,000

0 $2,000,000

D $1,000,000

Personal & Advertising Injury Bmit
• $5,000,000

H $2,000,000

•$1,000,000

•$500,000

Products and Completed Operations Aggregate:

s
p
Professional (E«0) liability:

Automobile Liability:

Copies to be mailed to:

Q $2,000,000

$ 500,000

Rre Damage (any one fire)

$

Medical expense (any one person)

10,000

s

• $1,000,000

DeducSble amount per occurrence

Policy Aggregate Kmit

"
Workers Compensation:

• $5,000,000

D $5,000,000

• $1,000,000

•'$500,000

$

Deductible amount per occurrence

Per Statutory Rmits

D
D
D

0 $1,000,000

Employers liability

$1,000,000

Combined single limit

Owned L non-o

j/hired vehicle coverage
Deductible amount per occurrence

Deer Crest Associates I, L C
353 E. Valley Blvd. Suite 200
San Gabriel, California 91775

C:\Documants and 5ettin9S*uraHen\0«sktop\Scott Stsrteter Stuff\Si!vsr Cre&l; addendum.OQC
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Addenda "C-'

HAMOUNT

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

h

MOTES

Earthwork and Site OUffiea

t71.9M.99

Includes mass < ixcavation and footing excavation, beckfiU, compaction, excavation lor fceyway. grading, and import + Install of aN gravel material

Jtnjctural Concrete

I1W.1W.00

Include* footings and foundation

N/A
lough Carpentry - Material «nd labor

$169,439.96

Ifncludea trusses, lAg material, art rough lumber, and installation of Endows, timbers, soffK, facia, and framing-

flmbar Coiumnt and Beerns

S46.311.16

Material onty

$110,998.00

Masonry-Stone and Brick Veneers
Exterior IrtsufaQng Finish System <€IFS)

Includes k%rfor end exterior stone • install

I
1

$999.00

_ ___

$72,912.00
lootng System/Gutters and Downspouts

$44,703.00

Includes 50 yr. prwfdentW shingle, gutters and downspouts

1

VJumlnum Clad Doors and VVtndow*

$22,446.00

tndudea\rVviQ^e^ wood wHno^nvs-does ruitind

1

•xterior Entrance and Overhead Doors

$22,761.00

Includes wood garage doors with keypad and 3/4 hp opener, e l interior doors, front door, and exterior wood doors off patios

1

Hreplacet and Maotto

f10.14S.65

includes a l fireplaces and mantels as per specs - Flreptacea * HeetBator E36 Radiant for Famly and Heatilator Novus 30 OV for Bedrooms

1

killdfng Insulation

910.664.99

Attic Is R56 Blown - Vaulted Celiog Is R-38 tfgh Density Batt - AH WaOs a r ^ Joist E r t * are R.19 Batt. Party V\rtlsaf^ Basement VVals are
RllBatt

>ywal

$36.629 10

'ainting

$15,376.25

Entire buiding finished in hand texture, oarage is a flat Inish, bulnoee comers
Includes a l cabinels and material and labor for hanging and casing of doors, window sBs, afcfor around mirrors, 6* base, aider stair skirts and
treads, Iron beitsters, hand r s b , newel poets, and aid racks
InckJdee standard 2-tone ftnbh with Stain Package. AH wa«s and celing wil be painted with 100% acryftc paints, satin finish. AJIpalnttobe
same color and sheen. (3 Costs - 1 Primer- 2 Finish)

Carpeting and Wood Flooring

$25,913.40

4,6. a n d r H a r K k c r a p p e d K t d ^ w t o

1

rile and Stone/ As buHt * Does not include futl granite or travertine

$33,357.25

^ckioVw 100% granite counters throughout, and 100% tils In bathrooms - laundry - A l tile Is sfc-atght lay instal with 16*16 material

1

$9,455:00

includes towel bets, tp holders, tub and shower gfasse doors and mirrors. AW shower glees bid as semi-euro.

$119,005.94

Wchttectursl MWwork

Toilet and Beth Accenorlei

I

4ecnanieel and Plumbing/ Note: Appftances nave been added to tNs areell

$123,593.57

•tectrfcaY As Bult • Ooes not include security system

$22,163.40

Includes sprinkler system, H V A C rough and finish plumbing (loHeta, tubs, sinks, faucets) and all apptanoes
Includes rough and finish electrical, security system with 3 motion detectors, 3 keypads, installation and programming, pre-wire of 2 sets of
spaaken

1
1
1
I
1

]
1
1
|

UectrtealFbdunsAlovvance

99,130.00

Includes e«etecblcatlb(ture*incfa^^

|

ipaoU Systems/ As BuH « Does not include central vacuum

92S.SOO.00

Includes an automatic Ore sprinkler system as per N . F . P A 13D lire codes

I

Kework

$36,150.00

jridscaptog

$16,329.97

includes sprinkler system/ w stop and waste, three 1 1/2 " calbar trees. 2S00 ao/fi sod. 12 ona-gason shrubs, and 260/ft of rock retaining was, 1
15 yeerds of topaoX, ail applicable grading & Install
j

TOTAL HAROCOSTfl $1,270,313.55

5CWEE/CONT1NGENCY
JaneraJ Conditions

1
_"

.

|

176,950.00

|

^

1

.

II

*artMtt4/Taai

I

99.768.00
$131,195.76

lontrector's F a t 0 9%

$101,702.14

Suntinoency < | 7.5%

TOTAL OCS/FEEA:6NTINOENC> I $316,61290

CONCEPTUAL ESTlMATf: $1,588,926.45

$/sarr.«

$201.13

Based on 7900 square feet as per published website Information

|

ESTIMATED TIME r O R PROJECT COMPLETION • 7-8 Month*

>M3ET»SRa^

5SZsi8wai-,T " T ' ^ ~ rr- ?:.^?rs:r t:3^ a

:

-TOTALt

5 A R T H W 0 R K A N D S I T E UTILITIES
91,600.00

Clear and Grub For Bu«dng Pad - i r
Mass Excavation

$15,649.98

B«*ffl

$19,699.98
$999.99

Struct Excavation • Footings/ Keyway Excavation

$5,649.96

Grave*

|

N/A

Dispose of Excess Material

I

$25,000.00

i

$3.4*9.96

Structural PI) Under Footings

SO.00

Footing Orah

I

$0.00

|

$71,999.89

|

I

$73,998.00

I

$35,359.00

j

FocrKtabon W a l t Material

$27,402.00

|

Rafaer* Footings and VVals

$28,350.00

fUrfn CoUeotor Drain

...

...

rflnill

-

SUBTOTAL E A R T H W O R K AMD SiTE UTILITIES

,
.

I

Includes bacMHI and compaction of footings in garage

I

Includes excavation for keyway

I

Includes Exterior Concrete Grading, import of eO gravai material end gravel

$0.00

Grevet-Under Slabs-6*
8 mfl visqueen tt craw space anus

|

Includes mass excavation 9mt footing excavation

total

|

Included m Gravel

$0.00

Gravai at Crawl Space Area

ALtOWANCEQNLYI

1

Included h Gravel

1

Included in Mats Excavation

1

Included In Gravel

1

Included in Fooling Drain

|

Includes knife ptotas, moment frames, and Install wth crana tima

1

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
Footings and Foundation Labor

Structural Steel

j

$22,500.00

Dempproffing

I

$4,500.00

inffirtafproonnfl
Concrete-SOG-4"
Concrete • SOG - 4" w/vapor barrier
Concrete. Embeds and Anchor Bote

Oarage
tower level

1

I

$0,00

I

$0.00

Included in excavation

1

I

$0.00

Included hi excavation

1

I

$o.oo

I Included in rebar

'—

' v

' ••

—•

••

'

"'

••

-

M
I

1
•'

'

'

SUBTOTAL S T R U C T U R A L CONCRETE

1 $192,104.60

N/A
N/A

Precast Sits, Caps
Misc. Precast
SUBTOTAL P R E C A S T C O N C R F "E
TOUGH C A R P E N T R Y
Rough Caipantry - Material
Rata*. Connectors, Simpson, Saddles

N/A
N/A

$107,443.98 llndudes framing material only (lumber, nail*, crane time, metal connectors) - Does not include TAG Material*, Timbers, or Tmeses
$0.00
[inducted in Rough Carpentry material
$7,065.00 llndudea ell trusses

Rough Carpentry - Framing Labor
AJr migration Barrier

$74,031.00
90.00

3UBTOTAL ROUGH CARPENTRY

1
J
|

Indudas labor, rials, crane time, instaflalion of exterior doors and windows, mete! connectors, TAG Install, Timber Frame Install, and dean up. 1
I n d u c t in Vapor Barrier
1

$119,439.98

n m S E R C O L U M N S A N O BEAMS
Timber Columne and Beams
Timber Connection Plates
Gen/enteed Knlte-platea

•42.711.16
S3.O00.00
50.00

TimbarCorbet*
3UBTOTAL TIMBER COLUMNS A N D B E A M S
sTASONRY-STONE A N D BRICK VENEERS
Stone Veneer
Cut Stone Lintels and Headers
Cut Stone Comers
Angle Iron, Bots, Ties
BrfckVeneer
Brtok LedgenVHeadenWSolclter Couraaa
Precast Concrete Inebriation
SHaCMU
Masonry Fireptoees
Interior Stone Veneer
__ _____ _.__

I
I

Jndudea matarialfordeck rating and interior and exterior framing only • installation figured into filming tabor
AUOvVANCE - Iron accents and bracing- All knife plates induded in slnjctursl steel
induded In Timber

1
1
|

indudes labor and metarleisfor8flnepfeeas,and exterior stone
Induded in stone veneer
tnduded in stone veneer
Induded In stone veneer

]
1
1
|

$44,311.16

__ _

$110,996.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
1
N/A
N/A
|
$0.00
|

SUBTOTAL MASONRY-STONE A N D BRICK V E N E E R S

1 ino.wi.oo

EXTERIOR (NSULAT1NO FINISH S Y S T E M (EIFS)
BFS
Vapor Barrier
Reinforced Comers
Trhn/Popouts

1
1
I
I

Transition F»»hing M
^
..r_l
,r
SUBTOTAL EXTERIOR INSULATING RWSH SYSTEM (EIFS)

1

I Induded in stone veneer

N/A
$999.00

(

Include* 6 Rolls of Tyvek ft $t46foe. (Each rofl covers 13607ft)

N/A
10.00 __ j Induded In Roofing

I

|

$999.00 ' |

T

•XTERIOR FINISH C A R P E N T R Y
$0.00

Rough Sawn Exterior Trim

$ 13,200.00

TandGSofK
Hsndiptank Siding

Included in hendiptank siding
Install tabor Included in framing - includes aH deck oeWnps and sofa
indudas aH rough sawn material. chinking, install labor, and wrap materia*

Built'UpCamantitious Fasda

30.00

£ x l Door/Window Trim

Included h handlpiank siolnq
Indudad In handiplank skiing

Shutters
ExterterComposKaWgodPecMng

|Included In rough lumber

SUBTOTAL E X T E R I O R F I N I S H C A R P E N T R Y ^

$72,112.00

LOOPING S Y S T E M / G U T T E R S A N D D O W N S P O U T S
Cooper Root/ As Butt « 40yr. Asphalt Shingle wfth Metal Skirt

$21,132.00

tnckidea metal rooting components, transition Hashing, andPrasldentlel asphalt shingle

N/A

Cedar Shakes
SnowCfips
Copper Hearting-Vet!*?*

Included in Roof

included In Roof

Copper Flashing • Drip Edge

Included in Roof

Included In Roof

Custom Copper Attic Vents
Includes 6" 1/2 round rain gutter with 4* round downspouts and brackets, sperfeai end caps, and yoke outlets. Does not Include chimney caps
Rain Guttsr/Pownapouta/ Aa Buffi * GaMnlzed
CoUectonWChimney Caps/As Bolt» G t d n a e d

$17,571.00

$6,000.00

includes Instaaadon and purchase of chimney cape and hoods with screen - 3 on each buidlng ($2000.00/—.) •

SUBTOTAL R O O F 1 H O S Y S T E M S / O U T T E R S A N D D O W N S P O U T S
VLUMfNUM C L A D D O O R S A N P W I N D O W S
Aluminum Clad Windows/ Aa Butt • Petia Wood

$23.446.00

AJummumCtedE*tcrtbrr>»onyAsBu«»V\toodEx

Wndsor Pinacie Windowa-Bid includes a* exterior doors - Aa Butt. * wood patio doors
llnduded In Window Price

AUwanum Clad Extorter Door Hardware,

Included In Window Price 'Color is Of Rubbed Brorae

WndowfPoor Header Flashing

llnduded in Roofing

Included In ChlnWng
SUBTOTAL ALUMINUM CLAD DOORS AND WINDOWS

$22,446,00

EXTERIOR E N T R A N C E A N O O V E R H E A D D O O R S
S4.200.00

Entry Poor
Exterior Entry Poor (Metal)
Exterior Poor Hardware
Extanor ^rarhced Poors

Inctudea knotty «td«r 1 3/4" with transom and hsteS. of ttanaom and door ($1500.00

Included In windows

Exterior Cfitry Poor (Wood)

Carriage Sty to

C^ertssadDJoorOpenerrXeypad
SUBTOTAL E X T E R I O R E N T R A N C E A N D O V E R H E A D P O O R S

$0.00

Included In windows

$0.00

[included in windowa

$17,286.00
$1,275,00

Includes fuf wood doors - 18*8
(indudas remote keypad and 3/4 hp opener

$22,761.00

FIREPLACES A N D M A N T L E S
Gas-Fueled Fireplace,.

$4,$0».3Q

|Heao1ator3<r Radiant

WoodFuetad Fireplace,

$2.347.35

Heatlator 36" Radiant

$2,600.00

Full Knotty Alder-price Is stained and totaled
.jp-

Manna-Paint Grade
Mantle* Slain Grade

\

towards transom glass and install)

SUBTOTAL FIREPLACES AND M A i m . E S

I

$10,14945

3UILDWO INSULATION
Attic is R36 Blown - Vaulted Ceiling it R-38 High Density Bon - All Wafts and Joist Ends are R-18 Batl - Party Wats and Basement Wads are
R11Batt

$10,664.09

insulation

N/A

Foundation Insulation

N/A

Calking and Sealants
SUBTOTAL O F BUILDING INSULATION

$10,664.99

3RYWALL
$36,029.10

Gypsum Wafboard - W a f t and Ceilings
$OC6*Coaiing$mr&he*

.

__

|

IUBTOTAL DRYWALL

N/A

Entire buXdtng finished in hand texture, garage is a Rat $nrsh, buimose comers

|

I

f

|

$36,829.10

ARCHITECTURAL MILLWORK

N/A

Misc. Rough Carpentry for CatfnetryrBacking
Mllwork - base Cabinets and Vanrfes
Mltwor*- Upper Cabinets
Counttrtops - TBe

Included 0 TBe and Stone

Counbxtop* - SoW Surface
Countertops -Wood

$000

Included In Base Cabinets

1

N/A
N/A
N/A

Included in Coumertops in TBe and Stone

1

ALLOWANCE! Includes wire organizers fc specified dosets

1

$3,000.00

Closet Shelving * Organizer*

N/A

ClosfrtShaffandRod
Mfltark-Materiel
Ulwork-Labor

,

Mllwork - Hair Wall Option

$20,109 02

Included In Finish Carpentry
includes s i material for hanging and casing of doors, window sills, aider around mirrors, 6" base, alder stair skirts and treads, Iron ballstenv,
I hand reis. newel posts, sld rs«ks, and pony^welt eaps

|
1
1

$16,187.00

Includes a l hstaflatlon labor for: hanging and casing of doors, window s&s, afder around mirrors, 6* base, aider stair skirts and treads. Iron
baWWers, hand rails, newel posts, and pony-wall caps

1
|

$12,780.00 J Included in Mttwork Material and Labor

1

Included in Milwork Materiel and Labor

1

Included in Exterior FWsh Carpentry

1

MiRMMont - Case

|

80.00

MtworV • Crown

|

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Mllwork-Chair Refl
MiSwork - Misc. Wainscot Box Beams
MMwork - Atfc Aooesa Doors
T and 6 CeWnq

1

Interior Doors arid Frames - Sing**/ As Suit • 8U*o*fc in closets

$0.00

Includes all intertordoors- knotty alder 13/8

$22,184.00

Interior Doors mi Frames • Double

1

$0.00

Witeflor Door Rnhh H a r i S w s - Singlo

j

$4.27892

tatertor Door FWsh Hardware -Double

1

$0 00

SUBTOTAL ARCHITECTURAL MfLLWORK

tndudes knotty hickory wood with square raised panel doors, applied molding, stained finish, white melamtne interiors - Includes installation and]
hardware
|

$38,527.00

hrchiooxlhsirtfe doors
1 EmteckHanAvare/winstai
Included in singfe doors

|
1
]
I

$119,008.94 I

PAINTING
Palrrgrtg-nrifshedAnBa_

| __918.376.28

lndcK^star-i«rd24onefrTifihwllhSlsinr , ack»ge. A l walls and ceiing wtt be painted with 100% attyfc palnm, aatln finish. A l paint to be
1 same color and sheen. (3 Coats - 1 Primer - 2I Finish)

I
|

$0.00

Painting * Doors/Framas

[included in f\ <V*hed A * a Painting

|

N/A
Painting • Base/TJaaeACrowri/Chalr RaJI

(A* running trim)

Painting - Stem Grada Wood Trim
Pointing - Misc. Touch Up

S0.00

Incajded in ^ ifsnad A A M Painting

$000

induoed in Fl lished Aiaa Painting

so.oo

Included in Fl ntshed Area Palming

t13.37ft.25

SUBTOTAL PAINTING
CARPET A N D W O O D FLOOR!* Q
Wood Flooring

111,301.00

Imdudes 4, and 6" Handscrapped Hickory with Dowels

1

Includes afowsnce tor a Mid Range Carpet ~ epproHfcnatety $24 so/yd

1

SI,200.00

Wood Vents

S13.332.40
Carpet si Stairs
SUBTOTAL CARPET A N D WOOD FLOORING

!

N/A

|

S2S.913.40

N/A
N/A

Ceramic Tile W M s
Ceramic Tile Cafmg
CersmfcTHe Shower, Tub Surrounds, and Vanity Tops/As BuM * Ceramic Tile

$22,362.25

Indudea 100% tie for en tub 4 shower surrounds and bathroom Doors • Includes aofld surface vanty

$2,160.00

Induces We a ^ r s for laundry Closet and Entry Area- All tta to atralgm lay Instal with 16*16 rneterial

I

Indudaa granite kitchen counters - Includes 4-S- Granite Kitchen backaptash

|

Includes ofl rubbed bronze accessories for a i baths (TP Holder, and towel bars)

1

tops

1

FtoorTIra
Stone Flooring

N/A

Countartops - TWe

$4,835.00

Courrterteps - Stone
SUBTOTAL TILE A N D S T O N E

$33,357.2$

TOILET A N D BATH ACCESSORIES
Tolet and B e * Accessory Package (Towel Bars, Paper Holders, Ele,)

$3,000.00

Bathroom Mirrors

S1.50Q.00

SoW Surface Shower Surround

$0.00

Included in Ceramic Tea Shower and Tub Surrounds

1

Sdld Surface Tub Enclosures
Shower DoonV Aft Bunt« Nona Euro Ooor

$0.00

Indudad in Ceramic T i e Shower and Tub Surrounds

1

Bid as full 3/8 glass • semi-auro doors

|

includes 9 0 % Furnaces - 2 in each unit (Main level Is 100,000 BTU and 3 r d * 4th levels are 00,000 BTU)
Include* (Kitchen Aid 36* Refrigerator. KA Oishwasher, KA Trash Compactor, Jenn Air 36" Pre Range. J a m Air Badtsptash. KA Microwave,
DacorHoodUner and Blower, KAWaahar and Dryer)

1
|

SUBTOTAL TOILET A N D BATH ACCESSORIES

$4,955,00
1

$^455.b0~n

|

$24,300.00

MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING
Mechanical

1

Appttanoei

$31,797.57

Plumbing

$46,700.00

Pfcimbsigfirtiire Allowance
SUBTOTAL MECHANICAL

1

$20j$e.oo

Indudea Sub and Rough
1
Includes oLrubbed bronze Plumb Trim fxturea. Koftisr Cast Tubs and Sinks, and Toto Toilets • PRICES ARE fl'UAAAWTEEB P 0 « ONLY 4 J 1
DAYS!!
1
I

$12*S»3.57

AND'PLUMBING

ELECTRICAL
$14.176 40

Electrical - Power and Lighting
Bedrfca|.r*brturcAIowanea

I

$9,130.00

Electrical • 3ecurity System Allowanca

]

SS.4S7.00

indudea Rough and Finish Electrical

1

Bldasper-ASBuir

1

I indudas saeurity system with 3 motion detectors. 3 keypads, insUsation *ni programming

J

Electrical • Sound, Audio, and MadaSyattmaAJlovwooa

$2,SSO.OO

Includes pre-wlre of two sets of speakers, volume oontroi in 4 zones, Pre-wlre tvlno, room

$31,313.40

SUBTOTAL S L E C T R f C A L
SPECIAL S Y S T E M S
BuitHn Vacuum System/ As BUft does not Include Vacuum System
Fire Sprinkler System

$0.00
$15,000.00

ilndudes an automate Una sprinkler system as per N . F . P A 13D fire cades

Outdoor Sps
$10,500.00
SUBTOTAL S P E C I A L SYSTEMS

iMaat tape at eniries and valleys • Includes Raychem Mast Tape • 240v - Purchase and Install • ASSUMES B U I L O I M C WILL HAVE O N T
|BREAKER - MOT EACH UNIT (ADOfTIONAL $150.00/UnR)

$23,500,00

J1TEWORK
$9,600.00

Walkway/Patto
Concrete Condenser Pads/ Ftatwork

Concrete Qrrvewoy

11.650.00

Potable Water Une
Natural Gas Line

$8^00.00
$12,000.00

By Qas Company

82,550.00
ground glecmcal and Comm. Servtee to Residence
SUBTOTAL S f T E W O R K

[Includes inslaflation of New r Copper Water Service• Up to 3S* + 34.50LF

$0.00
[Includes Sewer Una Tie tn Up to 3ff • $a.7S/LF

$1,050 00

$36,150.00

.ANDSCAPINO
Sprinklers

$3,799,00

Sodded Areas

$9.300.00

Planted Areas

$730.»

SUBTOTAL L A N D S C A P I N G

Itndudea a i bushes + topsott and oradlnq
Ilndudes 3 trees 1 MT Cafper

Trees
Rock R a i s i n g V

includes stop and waste vrtve

$1,959.99

|tndudes 280 so/It (g $7rft

$18,329.97

SENERALCONQlTrONS
On-Sea Supervision

$40,000.00

Off-SHe Supervision

$10,000.00

Temporary Fadties

$6,000.00
N/A
$5,000.00

Testing
Trash OisPOsaVRemovat
Portable Rasttooms

$1,500.00

TamponaryihUtles
MtocetoneousJtems_

$2,500.00
$6,950.00

Equipment

$2,000.00

Final Clean Up/Punch List
SUBTOTAL G E N E R A L C O W O m O N S

[Completed by Developer? GEO TECH Study • $3000.00

{ALLOWANCE ONLY; WW vary by season

ftOOO.OO
$78,950.00

>ERMrTS/FEES/gTC.
Pear Vafley BdKftig Permit

lALLOWANCE ONLY - $1.007 ft - As Par Wasatch County - Includes Ptao Check»Square Footage as per website numbers

1

Pton Check Fee - W w m e h

$0.00

[included In Butting ParmH Fee

$2,323.00

Sentary Sewer Connection Fee

w.oo

Water Gxwaetlon Fee

ALLOWANCE O N L Y . 3775.00/ unit - Includes eewer and water - A t Per vvataten County
lln eewer
(Depends on location of the lateral and (he connection to aet the meter?

8e««r impact fee

so.oo

Storm WWer Impact Perniit

50.00
J 1,390.00

400 Amp Service Connection Fee

$5,000.00

8uftJefs Risk

19,766.00

HARD COSTS

CONTINGENCY

$.2$ per $100.00 of value

N/A

_

SUBTOTAL P E R M r r S r a e S / E T C .

CONTRACTOR'S FEE

ALLOWANCE ONLY - $3290.00/ unit as per Weeateh County

$250.00

Water and Sewer Inspection Fee/ Meier Fee - Per 2 Butfdlnoa

Municipal Site fmprc*wnent_Bond

I

N/A

Utah State Surcharge Fee

$1 f 3S*,028.M

9X>0%
7.50%

$131,195.78 i

J

$101,702,14
t1,*eS f 92€.4g.|

EXCLUSIONS:
These exclusions relate only to hard cost of construction for building #5. Any end alt other items are excluded.
Geotech and testing services
Inspections and fee's including AIA or other
Any ongoing engineering (Landscape, structural...)
Plan check / Building permit fee's
City/Governmental fee's
Outdoor spa's
MA plans
Designer fee's
,
Any and all costs related to utility connections
Ongoing utility usage of units after hook up
Carrying costs such as real estate taxes, HOA fee's, JSSD
Design review fee's
Project sign (to be provided by General Contractor with owner approval)
iMndow coverings
a,ny and all furnishings
Exterior road lights excluding temporary facilities
Course of construction insurance

fee

]

Addenda

W

DW

GUARANTY
Granum Partners, a California Limited Partnership ("Guarantor"), whose
address is Post Office Box 2460, Saratoga, California, as a material inducement
to and in consideration of Deer Crest Associates I, LC ("Owner") entering into a
construction contract, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as
Exhibit A, with Silver Creek Development Group, LLC ("Builder") for the
construction of certain town homes, further identified as Deer Crest Townhomes,
building #5 (10513, 10515 and 10517 N. Lake View Lane, Heber City, UT 84032)
and any future amendments for additional work at Deer Crest ("Project"), within
that certain development known as Deer Crest Town Homes in Deer Valley,
Utah, guarantees and promises to and for the benefit of Owner that Builder shall
complete construction of the project for a price not to exceed $1,588,926.45. If
the price exceeds $1,588,926.45, Builder will be responsible for payment to
Builder for cost overruns. For purposes of this Guaranty, construction of the
Project shall be complete upon (i) Owner receipt of Certificate of Occupancy from
Wasatch County (ii) Wasatch County Fire District and (iii) any Owner punchlist
items.

Such construction shall include supplying materials and supervising

subcontractors supplied by Owner]], but shall not include (i) permits (ii) taxes (iii)
utility connections (iv) outdoor spa's. The Guarantor further guarantees and
promises that upon completion of construction of the Project, no liens of any kind
shall encumber title to the town homes identified above as Building 5, as a result
of construction performed by the Builder.

If said liens are encumbering the

property then Guarantor will hold harmless, defend and indemnify Owner for any
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and all damages and attorney fee's and cost incurred by Owner in removing said

lien. The Guarantor expressly ppes not guarantee thatjthp Project will be free of

I

!

Kens of apy kind that encumber]

title to the town; homes Ifor some reason other

than BuijAer's construction of me Project Owner does hot need to'pursue its
claim ag Jnst jBuiWer before 'exercising the Guaranty against Guarantor. Owner
i l l
;
may prodBedJ directly aga&vst Guarantor for alfi claims being guaranteed by
Guaraintojl .Rpbert M. Granum as General Partner of Gua rantor represents and
warrants to Owner that he has

u

capacity and authority to bind Guarantor to the

terms ind conditions of this Guaranty
his Guaranty is made in tne State of California and! the rights and
obligations of the parties hereto Js^all be interpreted, construed, and enforced in
i I
i
accordance with the taws of the ate of California\ This Guaranty shall be solely
Subject] to he jurisdiction of the California courts in -and for the County of Santa
Clara, Kate ofj California
• '
' ' I I
I
uaranfor's obligation^ uipcjer this Guaranty shall be binding upon
Guarantor's successors

Dated this Morfday, May 18, 2005

Granum Partners, a CaliforniaiLfcn ted Partnershii

IB/M

t JJul

18 05 0 2 : 1 3 p

801-357-8500

SiJ^/erereek LLC

ADDENDUM E:
Miscellaneous Provision^
Additional changes:

2.
3.

duTDOOR SPA: Spja tub and tub insJallaticJn W excluded from the
price but Contractor will provide necessary special electrical outlet and
plumbing for spa for future tub installation by Townhome buyer.
dLOSETOOOR: Addtomaster bedrioom dofcets.
FJUNCHUST: BuBdirig #6 & #7 PuncWist: cjorttract price to include the
following items:

j

j I

Re-pour concrete driveways for 10495 & 10507 N. Lake View Lane
Dr. and install frontfloordrains.
!
Finish lower concrete foundation WaBs facing ski trail to match
buffcRn$#BA#kl
J
Replace top molding to window In living room
VS.
First stair to: living room to be re-stecured
Route lower wood banister and stain <
Fix
stain on floor]
•
f
Re-secure handrails
<
Repaint waits from water as needed. j
Miscellaneous baulking In garage
j
i Nail carpet down in lower closet
j
i Re-secure rubbejr under mandoonin garage.
Reinstall heat Upe and in the vent any ndw heat tape is required
will become parable and applied to future building #4.
ENTRY WALKWAY Sidewalk entry io have k decorative finish to be
determined two weeks prior to pouring
\
ADOENDUM ATIK/IELINE: Change the timjet ne building completion H i /
qn cujr before Febriubry 28, 2006. - w * ^ U l c c P*-M «44*A*> <4*y^
n
/pPUANCES:AII appliances, fireplace, HXJAC, gacage door
f
motor/openers Jano 6ther related equipment warranties shall
cjommence as of ttW date of sale of e&ch unit
CONTINGENCY: Landlord to pre-approve requestsforContingencies
JTINAL PAYMENT^'bwner to holdfinilpaWnent urtttl Owner is In
receipt of (i) a certificate erf occupancy Is received for the permits, (ii)
sign offe from other governing authorities (fe: fire department utilities)
and (in) completion if Owner punchlist. If a?ta{ Thefinalpayment shall
tie the equivalent of 110% of the total contract price.

t

it
4.
5.

7.
8.

?

tnitiafe:

«}/t>0

3^d

•en *oo kfou j.aw

Ownef|

( ^

)&E8£88CS2ST

c o m r ^ ^ ^
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ADDENDUM E:
Miscellaneous Provisions

Addftionai changes:
1.
OUTDOOR SPA: Spa tub and tub Installation is excluded from the
price but Contractor will provide neoessaty special electrical outlet and
plumbing for spa for future tub installation by Townhome buyer.
2.
CLOSET DOOR: Addtomaster bedroom closets.
3.
. PUNCHLIST: Building #6 & #7 Punchfisfc Contract price to Include the
following items:
a. Re-pour concrete driveways for 10495 & 10507 N. Lake View Lane
Dr. and installfrontfloor drains.
b. Finish lower concretefoundationwalls facing ski trail to match
building #6 & #7.
c. Replace top molding to window in living room
d. First stair to living room to be re^ecured
e. Route lower wood banister and stain
f. Fix stain on floor
g. Re-secure handrails
h. Repaint wallsfromwater as needed.
i. Miscellaneous caulking In garage
], Nail carpet down in lower doset
k. Re-secure rubber under mandoor in garage.
1. Re-install heat tape and in the vent any new heat tape is required
will become payable and applied to future building #4.
4.
ENTRY WALKWAY: Sidewalk entry to have a decorative finish to be
determined two weeks prior to pouring.
5.
ADDENDUM A TIMELINE: Change the timeline building completion to
on our before February 28,2006.
_
* .
6.
APPLIANCES: All appliances,fireplace,H V A C , garage door
motor/openers and other related equipment warranties shall
commence as of the date of sale of each unit.
7.
CONTINGENCY: Landlord to pre-approve requestsforContingencies.
8.
FINAL PAYMENT: Owner to holdfinalpayment until Owner is in
receipt of (i) a certificate of occupancy Is received for the permits, (ii)
sign ofTs from other governing authorities (ie:firedepartment, utSities)
and (fit) completion of Owner punchfet, if any. Thefinalpayment shall
be the equivalent of 10% of thetotalcontract price.

Initiate:

Owner

^A,
L7> e n v e l o p m e n t C ^ o u p ,

L L d

CHANGE ORDER
2002J

[CHANGE ORDER NO.

|TO {CONTRACTOR):

Silver Creek Custom Homes

3/13/2006]

b a t e of Change Ord er

Deer Crest BLDG #3

|job Number

5/20/2005

Icontract Date

10517 No. LakeviewLn

[Job l o c a t i o n

Park Cfty, UT

|

/
\YOU ARE DIRECTED TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING CHANGES IN THIS CONTRACT:

1 Raise foundation up to 3* as per Scott Carlson '
'

11 $

Front and back of foundation including engineering,
Site preparation, forming of walls and columns, concrete and steel,
Pump, additional plumbing costs to raise system,
Backfill material, and necessary equipment.

1

Cost

|

|

46,000.00 1

1

1

J
1

•

Contract Time Will Be - Increased / Decreased by:
New Completion Date:

$1,588,724.531

[Original Contract Price

Days: 10

$768.25

Previously Authorized Change Orders

N/A

$1,589,492.781

New Contract Price

ACCEPTED: The above prices and specifications

[This Change Order

are satisfactory and are hereby accepted All work

New Contract Price

$46,000,001
$1,635,492.78)

(to be done under same terms and conditions as original
(contract unless otherwise stipulated.
Crest and Associates
DATE

iSUBCONTRACTOR:
SHver Creek Custom Homes

T

Ma^Tf) o(\

SIGNATURE:

DATE:

THE ARBITRATOR'S DECISION OF AUGUST 5,2008

AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION
Case No. 77 110 00099 08 SUBR
In the Matter of the Arbitration between
Deer Crest Associates I, L.C.
Claimant,
RULING ON RESPONDENTS
MOTION TO DISMISS

v.
Silver Creek Development Group, LLC,
Respondent.

Respondent Silver Creek Development Group, LLC ("Silver Creek") has filed a motion
to dismiss this Arbitration on the ground that the American Arbitration Association ("AAA")
lacks jurisdiction to arbitrate this matter because Claimant Deer Crest Associates I, L,C. ("Deer
Crest") failed to file its demand for arbitration within thirty days of when the dispute arose. For
the reasons set forth below, the Arbitrator grants Silver Creek's motion.
Background.
Deer Crest is the owner of certain real property located in Wasatch County, Utah referred
to as the Deer Crest Townhouses.
On July 1, 2005, Deer Crest and Silver Creek entered into an AIA A10M997 Standard
Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor ("Contract") wherein Silver Creek agreed to
construct Building 5 and finish punch list items on Buildings 6 and 7 of the Deer Crest
Townhouses in return for payment of $1,588,926.45, before adjustments.

On February 5,2007, Deer Crest terminated the Contract on the ground that Silver Creek
failed to timely complete the work required under the Contract Thereafter, Deer Crest hired a
new contractor to complete the work. That work was completed in early 2008, at a cost in excess
of the Contract Sum under the Contract.
Article 8.1.2 of the Contract provides that: "The General Conditions are the 1997 edition
of the General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, AIA Document A201-1997." Article
8.1.6 also identifies "Addenda [sic] B: General Conditions of the Contract & Insurance
Requirements" as a Contract Document.
Subparagraph 4.4.1 of AIA A201-1997 provides that: "Claims, including those alleging
an error or omission by the Architect..'. shall be referred to initially to the Architect for
decision. An initial decision by the Architect shall be required as a condition precedent to
mediation, arbitration or litigation of all Claims between the Contractor and Owner arising prior
to the date final payment is due, unless 30 days have passed after the Claim has been referred to
the Architect with no decision having been rendered by the Architect" Subparagraph 4.6.1
provides in part that: "Any Claim arising out of or related to the Contract.. . shall, after decision
by the Architect or 30 days after submission of the Claim to the Architect, be subject to
arbitration." Subparagraph 4.6.3 provides that: "A demand for arbitration shall be made within
the time limits specified in Subparagraphs 4.4.6 and 4.6.1 as applicable, and other cases within a
reasonable time after the Claim has arisen, and in no event shall it be made after the date when
institution of a legal proceeding based on such Claim would be barred by the applicable statute
of limitations as determined pursuant to Paragraph 13.7." Subparagraph 4.4.6 provides that a
demand for arbitration must be filed within 30 days after the Architect renders his final decision.
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Subparagraph 4.6.1 allows a party to commence arbitration if the Architect has not rendered a
final decision within thirty days after submission of the Claim to the Architect.
Paragraph 19.1 of Addenda [sic] B provides in pertinent part:
All claims, disputes and other matters in question between the parties to this
Agreement, arising out of or relating to this Agreement or the breach thereof,
shall be decided by arbitration in accordance with the Construction Industry
Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association unless the parties
mutually agree otherwise. Notice of the demand for arbitration shall be filed in
writing with the other party to this Agreement and with the American Arbitration
Association. The demand shall be made within thirty (30) days after the claim,
dispute or other matter in question has arisen. In no event shall the demand for
arbitration be made after the date when institution of legal proceedings based
upon such claim, dispute, or other matter in questions [sic] would be barred by
the applicable statute of limitations.
In November, 2007, Deer Crest commenced Civil No. 070500487 in the Fourth Judicial
District Court, in and for Wasatch County, State of Utah, by filing a complaint styled Deer Crest
Associates I LC> v. Silver Creek Development Group, LLC ("Lawsuit"). After being served in
the action, Silver Creek filed a motion to dismiss the Lawsuit arguing that Deer Crest's alleged
failure to file a demand for arbitration within thirty days after Deer Crest's claim arose barred its
claim. In the alternative, Silver Creek requested that the Court dismiss the Lawsuit and order the
parties to arbitrate their dispute. Deer Crest opposed Silver Creek's motion, but asserted that
whether the demand for arbitration was timely filed was a "condition to arbitrability" which was
a matter for the arbitrator to decide.
On February 5, 2008, the Honorable Judge Derek P. Pullan denied Silver Creek's Motion
to Dismiss. Judge Pullan held that the issue of whether the demand for arbitration was timely
filed was arguably "a condition precedent to arbitrability" which, under Utah Code Ann. § 783la-107(3), was a matter for the arbitrator to decide. On that ground, Judge Pullan referred the
matter to arbitration and stayed the Lawsuit pending completion of the arbitration.

3

On March 3,2008, Deer Crest filed its demand for arbitration with the AAA and served a
copy upon Silver Creek's counsel. The Arbitrator was appointed. The Arbitrator and counsel
for the parties participated in a preliminary hearing on June 11,2008. At that hearing, Silver
Creek's counsel advised the Arbitrator that Silver Creek intended to file a motion to dismiss.
The Arbitrator set deadlines agreed to by counsel for the parties for the filing of that motion and
related briefing. Silver Creek timely filed its motion which is now before the Arbitrator.
Analysis.
The threshold issue before the Arbitrator is whether Deer Crest timely filed its demand
for arbitration. In order to address that issue, the Arbitrator must first determine the deadline for
filing the demand under the terms of the Contract Documents. As set forth above,
Subparagraphs 4.4.6,4.6.1 and 4.6.3 of the AIA A201-1997 General Conditions require that a
demand be made within: (1) thirty days after the Architect makes a final decision; (2) thirty days
after the Architect fails to timely make afinaldecision on a dispute; or (3) within a reasonable
time. Paragraph 19.1 of Addenda [sic] B, however, requires the demand to be filed within thirty
days after the "claim, dispute or other matter in question has arisen."
Deer Crest argues that the Arbitrator should consider these provisions together to
conclude that the thirty day requirement of Paragraph 19.1 is not applicable. After reviewing
these provisions, however, the Arbitrator has determined that Paragraph 19.1 of Addenda [sic] B
provides for a different arbitration scheme than do Subparagraphs 4.4.6, 4.6.1 and 4.6.3 of the
AIA 201-1997 General Conditions. The Arbitrator concludes that only one of the two schemes,
not both, can apply. When parties agree to an addendum to another document, they generally
intend that the addendum change or modify that document. In this case, the parties agreed to
adopt Addenda [sic] B which changes or modifies the terms of the AIA A201-1997 General
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Conditions. That the parties intended this result is supported by the fact that the AIA A201 -1997
General Conditions are form provisions, whereas Addenda [sic] B addresses many of the same
issues as the AIA A201-1997 General Conditions and was specially crafted by the parties
themselves. Therefore, the Arbitrator concludes that where the provisions of Paragraph 19.1
differ from those of the AIA A201-1997 General Conditions, they supersede them. In this case,
Paragraph 19.1 supersedes Subparagraphs 4:4.6,4.6.1 and 4.6.3 of the AIA A201-1997 General
Conditions.
Having determined that Paragraph 19.1 of Addenda [sic] B governs the arbitration of
disputes under the Contract Documents, the Arbitrator now considers whether Deer Crest
satisfied the requirement that the demand for arbitration be filed within "thirty days after the
claim, dispute or other matter is question has arisen."
Deer Crest argues that its claim arose only after it learned the extent of its damages in
February of 2008. That is when Ferran Construction, the completion contractor, finished its
work and provided Deer Crest with itsfinalinvoice for that work. Deer Crest points out that its
contract with Ferran Construction was a cost plus a fee contract. For that reason, the total
amount owed to Ferran Construction under that contract could not be determined until Ferran
A

Construction finished the work. Silver Creek, on the other hand, argues that the claim arose on
February 5, 2007, the date that Deer Crest terminated Silver Creek. To resolve this issue under
Utah law, the Arbitrator looks for guidance to pronouncements of Utah courts regarding the
accrual of a cause of action for purposes of statutes of limitations analysis,
InS&G, Inc. v. Intermountain Power Agency, 913 P. 2d 735, (Utah 1996), the Utah
Supreme Court stated that: "Generally, a cause of action accrues and the relevant statute of
limitations begins to run cupon the happening of the last event necessary to complete the cause of
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action/ (cites omitted) A contract action ordinarily accrues at the time of the breach/' Id at
740. In Clarke v. Living Scriptures, Inc., 114 P. 3d 602 (Utah App. 2005), the court explained:
"S&G stands for the proposition that, in a breach of contract case, one does not await the accrual
of damages to begin the running of the statue of limitations." Id. at 604.
This is a breach of contract case. Therefore, the "claim, dispute or other matter in
question" arose upon the breach. That occurred at least as of February 5,2007, the date Deer
Crest terminated its contract with Silver Creek because of its breach. That occurred more than
one year before Deer Crest filed its demand for arbitration. Therefore, the Arbitrator concludes
that Deer Crest did not satisfy the requirement of Paragraph 19.1 that the demand be filed
"within thirty days after the claim, dispute or other matter in question" arose.
To determine the effect of failing to file the demand within die period set forth in the
contract for filing the demand, the Arbitrator looks to the Utah Court of Appeals' recent decision
in Kenny v. Rich, 605 Utah Adv. Rep. 12filedMay 30,2008. In that case, the defendant sought
arbitration of a dispute with a homeowner's association regarding its refusal to grant the
defendant a variance from side yard requirements imposed by subdivision restrictive covenants.
The declaration containing the covenants required that a party desiring arbitration of a decision
by the homeowner's association must file a demand for arbitration within thirty days after
receiving notice of the homeowner association's decision. The defendant filed his demand
thirty-six days after he received the notice. On that basis, the Court ruled that the defendant had
waived his right to arbitrate the dispute and that the arbitrators therefore lacked jurisdiction to
arbitrate the dispute and allowed the homeowners association to proceed with its injunction
action in court.

6

Based upon the foregoing authority, the Arbitrator is compelled to conclude that Deer
Crest waived its right to arbitration under the Contract Documents by failing to file its demand
within the time set forth in the Contract Documents. Therefore, the AAA lacks further
jurisdiction to resolve this matter under the Contract Documents.
Dated this 5th day of August, 2008.
David M. WahlquistU
Arbitrator
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[PROPOSED] ORDER DENYING [SIC] GRANTING AND
DENYING IN PART PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO LIFT STAY

HL'^s
EVAN A. SCHMUTZ (3680)
ANDY V. WRIGHT (11071)
HILL, JOHNSON & SCHMUTZ, L.C.
RiverView Plaza, Suite 300
4844 North 300 West
Provo, Utah 84604-5663
Telephone (801) 375-6600
Attorneys for Silver Creek Development Group, LLC
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
WASATCH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
DEER CREST ASSOCIATES I, L.C., a
Utah Limited Liability Company,
Plaintiff,

[PROPOSED] ORDER DENYING
GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING
IN PART PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO
LIFT STAY

vs.
SILVER CREEK DEVELOPMENT
GROUP LLC,

Case No: 070500487
Judge Derek P. Pullan

Defendant.

This matter was called before the court on December 8, 2008 for a hearing on Plaintiffs
Motion to Lift Stay. Plaintiff Deer Crest Associates I, L.C. ("Deer Crest") was represented by
Eric G. Easterly. Defendant Silver Creek Development Group, LLC ("Silver Creek") was
represented by Evan A. Schmutz. The Court having reviewed the pleadings, and papers filed by
the parties in connection with the Motion to Lift Stay and having given the parties an opportunity
to present oral argument, the court took the matter under advisement without recessing court and

thereafter issued a rulingfromthe bench, denying Deer Crest's Motion to Lift Stay. Good cause
appearing, the Court now enters the following findings of fact, conclusions of law and order:
Findings of Fact
1.

The Court finds that this matter was properly referred to arbitration and that the

Arbitrator issued a written Decision on August 5,2008, in which the Arbitrator granted Silver
Creek's Motion to Dismiss. The Arbitrator dismissed Deer Crest's arbitration claim, finding that
because of Deer Crest's failure to file a demand for arbitration within the thirty day limitation
period set forth in the parties' agreement, the Arbitrator had no jurisdiction to hear Deer Crest's
claim and the same was therefore dismissed
• 2.

On July 1,2005, the parties entered into an AIA A101-1997 Standard Form of

Agreement Between Owner and Contractor ("Agreement"). Paragraph 19.1 of the Addenda to
that Agreement, which was made an enforceable part of the Agreement, requires that "[a]U
claims, disputes and other matters in question between the parties to this Agreement, arising out
of or relating to this Agreement or the breach thereof, shall be decided by arbitration.... The
demand [for arbitration] shall be made within thirty (30) days after the claim, dispute or other
matter in question has arisen."
3.

The Court, having reviewed the record,findsthat Deer Crest's demand for

arbitration wasfiledbeyond the thirty day limitation period set forth in paragraph 19.1 of the
parties' agreement.
4.
attorney fees.

The Agreement provides for that the prevailing party is entitled to an award of its

Conclusions of Law
1.

The Court concludes as a matter of law that the Agreement between the parties is

enforceable, and that the parties knowingly and intentionally agreed to submit any claim or
dispute arising out of the Agreement to binding arbitration and agreed to be bound by paragraph
19.1 of the Agreement and the thirty (30) day limitation on the time for filing an arbitration
demand contained therein.
2.

The Court concludes as a matter of law that Deer Crest's execution of the

Agreement constitutes a knowing and intentional waiver of any right to a judicial remedy under
Article I, §§7 and 11 of the Utah Constitution. SeeDukev. Graham, 158 P.2d 540, 546 (Utah
2007). The Court concludes that strict enforcement of paragraph 19.1 of the Agreement would
not violate Deer Crest's constitutional rights.
3.

The Court concludes that Deer Crest having waived any right to a judicial remedy,

and having had its arbitration claim dismissed for failure to timely file the same, Deer Crest has
no right to seek a judicial remedy.
4.

As the prevailing party in arbitration and in these judicial proceedings, Silver

Creek is entitled to an award of its reasonable attorney fees. Silver Creek may establish the
amount of attorney fees by affidavit and Deer Crest may object, if it desires to do so.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND ADJUDGED AS FOLLOWS:
1.

Deer Crest's Motion to Lift Stay is hereby granted for the limited purpose of

allowing the Court to rule on the issue presented as to whether Deer Crest is entitled to seek a
judicial remedy following a dismissal of its claim in arbitration, and to determine the amount of
any fees which should be awarded to the prevailing party.

2.

Deer Crest's Motion is denied to the extent it seeks to lift the stay and proceed

with its claims in this judicial proceeding.
3.

Deer Crest's Complaint is hereby dismissed with prejudice.

4.

Silver Creek is awarded its reasonable attorney fees in the amount of
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BY THE COURT:

e Derek P. Pullan
istrict Judge
Approval as to Foim:

Eric G. Easterly
Attorneys for Plaintiff Deer Crest Associates I, L.C.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
The undersigned hereby certifies that on the

of December, 2008 she caused a

true and correct copy of the foregoing to be delivered to the following:
Eric G. Easterly
2524 Fairway Village Drive
P.O. Box 681238
Park City, Utah 840684238
Sent Via:

X

JHand-Delivery
Facsimile
Mailed (postage prepaid)

